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Log Balance and Climbing $ 

 
 
 
 

SUMMARY “Likes” 

• Boulder slide 
• Group spinner and bouncer 
• Swings 
• Misters 

Example of comment/quesion summary 

y 

Example of most preferred/least preferred image 

How to use This Document 
The public response to input on the existing and future playground at Central Park and 
Greenway Park playgrounds was incredible. Over 300 people gave their opinions and made 
recommendations. 

For a comprehensive summary of each playground please reference the Summary of What 
We Heard Section. 

In order to facilitate a “quick overview” of each sub-section a highlighted summary 
has been provided along with the complete comment list for each survey question and 
outreach event. 

Look for the yellow highlighted images and text that give a summary each section and/or 
question. 
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Current Conditions 
Several site visits occurred during the months of October to December in which Russell 
+Mills Studios gathered both images of current conditions and made on site observations. 
Other site analysis information was generated through DPR and public feedback of issues 
at the playgrounds. 
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Playground 
Entry 

View: 
Rocky Mtns and 
control tower 

View: 
Rocky Mtns and 
playground 

View: 
Soccer fields 

Hillside: 
Sledding and 
rolling area 

Forceful 
Winds 

Main Pedestrian Promenade: 

Playground is not visible 

Pedestrian Cut-through: 
Pedestrians observed cutting 
through and over wall in order 
to reach playground faster 
from east side of the parking 
lot 

Drinking 
fountain: 
Does not work 

Water sand 
feature: 
Does not 
work 

Misters: 
Frequently not 
functioning 

Maintenance Trucks: 
Constricted areas between 
walls do not allow truck 
access to equipment or trees 

Legend 

Playground entry point 

Main pedestrian circulation 

Pedestrian “cow paths” 

View 

Retaining wall 

Site wall 

Sloped turf area 

Barren/eroded planting areas 

Broken/unreliable water 
feature 
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2 3 

Retaining wall: lack of connection to pedestrian promenade 

Surfacing: Resilient pavement on mounds is degraded Constricted access point: Trucks cannot drive through to service trees Broken light fixtures: playground is not secure or safe during evening hours 

Dirt areas: Under misters View: Rocky mountains and control tower 
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5-12 year old play equipment 

Tables 

Tables 
Tables 

Swings 

Mound and Stream path 
Misters 

Music 

Slide 

Climbing 

Nature 
Exploration 

Spinner 
2-5 year old 
play equipment 
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1 2 3a 

3b 

5-12 year old play equipment: Kompan is difficult to climb and understand purpose 5-12 year old play equipment: Kompan is difficult to climb and understand purpose Tables and shade shelters: undersized and provide little shade to area 

Tables and shade shelters: undersized and provide little shade to area. Drinking 
fountain does not work 

4 5 

Swings: Only six seats, including ADA. Degraded resilient pavement Mounds and paths: worn and visually unappealing. Missing equipment and patched 
holes in artificial turf 
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Music: Missing play pieces make equipment difficult to use for intended purpose 

Climbing Boulder: Concave hold areas make climbing difficult for inexperienced or 
younger children 

Climbing Boulder Wall: Concave hold areas make climbing difficult for 
inexperienced or younger children 

Spinner: surfacing under is worn and is a tripping hazard 

Slide: Only slide at playground 

10 11 

6 

Misters: popular in summer, but frequently are not functioning 
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2-5 year old equipment: Main play piece 

2-5 year old equipment: Individual bucket spinner Nature exploration area Nature exploration area 

2-5 year old equipment: Group bouncer 2-5 year old equipment: Sand play pit. Water feature is no longer functioning 

10 

10 11 11 

10 10 
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Playground 
Entry 

Playground 
Entry 

Sand play area 
Disconnected 
from other 
equipment 
areas, no shade 

Terminus Point 
Main walk 
ends at shelter 
structure with no 
clear terminus 

Messy Trees 
Rotting fruit attracts 
wasps and bees to 
nearby sand pit area 

Main Walk 
Heavily used by bikes and 
pedestrians 

Views to playground 
blocked by restroom 
building 

Concrete bridges 
Debris and vegetation 
block water flow 

Greatest Flooding 
This area experiences up 
6” of standing after after 
larger storms that can 
remain for days 

Wood fiber mulch 
Washes out 
Flood waters wash out 
Wood fiber mulch from 
playpits 

Cow path 
several along 
roadway, eroding 
slopes and unsafe 
access to play areas 

Dense vegetation 
Prevents views from 
one play area to 
another 

Restrooms 
Kids have been seen 
climbing and hanging 
out on roof 
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Messy Trees: Rotting fruit attracts stinging insects to nearby sand play Sand Play Area: No shade during hot summer months 

Dense vegetation: prevents views into playground from other areas Cow paths: several along roadway create eroding slopes and unsafe access points Boulder retaining wall: good seating and climbing area 

1 2 

4 5 6 

ConcrConcrete bridges: Debris, old vegetation and lack of height prete bridges: Debris, old vegetation and lack of height prevent water flowevent water flow 

33 
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Mixed play 
equipment: Area 1 

5-12 year old play 
equipment: Area 2 

5-12 year old play 
equipment: Area 4 

5-12 year old play 
equipment: Area 3 

2-5 year play 
equipment 

Sand play area 
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4 5 6 

5-12 year old play equipment Area 3: Kompan equipment that is confusing and 
difficult to use 

3 

5-12 year old play equipment Area 4: Kompan equipment that is confusing and 
difficult to use and repeats other areas 

Mixed play equipment Area 1: Kompan toddler swings, no belts swings available. 
Spinner for 5-12 year olds. 

2-5 year old play equipment Area 4: Kompan equipment good levels and mix of 
activites.No swings. 

Sand play area: large area that has ample room for creative play, lacks shade and 
good seating for adults 

5-12 year old play equipment Area 4: Kompan equipment that is confusing and 
difficult to use and repeats other areas 
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Summary of What We Heard 
The following pages seek to create a comprehensive summary of all of the comments, public 
events and surveys for each playground. The sections following this list all of the detailed 
answers and comments as well as explain each event and out reach that was completed. 
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Comments: 
1. Kompan equipment is expensive and takes way too long to ship parts. Kids don’t use 

it. 
2. Wood fiber mulch washes out with rain storms due to slope of playground. 
3. Resilient paving hard to replace on slopes. Do not sue in full sun, kids peel it off 
4. No issues with concrete seatwalls and skateboards 
5. Forestry: cannot get bucket truck into playground to prune or remove trees 
6. No backflow, does not work. Illegally plumbed. 
7. Kids burn feet on resilient paving. 
8. Forestry: plant trees without pods/seeds. 
9. Drinking fountain leaks. 
10. Kids burn on slide. Built in slide is very difficult to replace. 
11. Save swings, provide different types 

General Comments: 
• Complaints about shade, existing trees are not big enough to provide shade 
• Do not use poured in place paving when play pieces have moving parts that need to be 

replaced - only use Wood fiber mulch 
• Provide more trash cans 
• Provide receptacles that are lockable due to urban camping 
• Lights: globes are too low and get broken, provide LED pole lights 
• Explore different furnishings from standards, provide extras that are stored in warehouse 

DPR MAINTENANCE STAFF WALK 

PUBLIC OUTREACH LOOKING AT THE CURRENT: MARKERS 

PUBLIC EVENT: COMMENT CARDS 

SUMMARY “Don’t Likes” 
• Missing/broken equipment 
• Not enough swings 
• Toddler area too small 
• Kompan equipment 

SUMMARY “Likes” 
• Boulder slide 
• Group spinner and bouncer 
• Swings 
• Misters 

SUMMARY Comments 
• More shade 
• More swings 
• More imagination play 
• More features for older kids 

SUMMARY If no, what playground do you 
consider to be your primary playground and 
why? 

• F15 Park 
• Jet Stream Park 
• Pocket Park 
• Swigert International School 
• Wicker Park 
• Prairie Meadow park 
• Harvest park 
• Cottonwood Park 

SUMMARY What makes Central Park 
Playground special to you and the children you 
care for? 

• Location and size 
• Lots of playing options/variety 
• Views 
• Purple mounds 
• Climbing features 
• Swings 
• Slides 
• Water feature/misters 

SUMMARY What, if anything, would you 
change about Central Park playground? 

• More shade 
• Playground equipment 
• More climbing equipment 
• More swings 
• Tall slides 
• More functioning water features 
• More picnic areas 
• Dangerous wall fall heights on north and 

south 
• Better sight lines 
• Better maintenance of surface and 

equipment 

SUMMARY What is it they like most about 
these play elements? 

• Climbing 
• Ability to run around 
• Spinning 

SURVEY MONKEY 

SUMMARY 
• Kompan equipment least used 
• Not enough shade 
• Crowded tot area 
• Need more/better slides 
• Find a theme for playground 
• New equipment should be ziplines, tunnels and slides 

AMBASSADOR WALK 
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SUMMARY What makes a great playground for 
kids? 

• Variety: in types of equipment/activities 
• Variety: In areas for ages 
• Fun and safety 
• Space 
• Colors 
• Climbing 
• Swinging 
• Shade 
• Clean and well maintained 
• Good sight lines 
• Accessibility 

SUMMARY What makes a great playground for 
parents and caregivers? 

• Safe, few egress points, boundaries 
• Places to sit 
• Shade 
• Good sight lines/visibility 
• Clean and well maintained 

SUMMARY What playground elements would 
you like to see at Central Park playground in 
the future? 

• Slides 
• Monkey bars 
• Climbing structures/wall 
• Mores swings 
• More natural elements 
• More trees and shade 
• Zipline 
• Ropes course 
• Bigger sand box 
• Slides 
• Jumping elements 
• See saw, merry-go-round 
• Track for scooters 
• Swings 

Public Outreach Looking at the New: Preferred Images 
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Comments: 
• Kompan equipment is expensive and takes way too long to ship parts. Kids don’t use it. 
• Swing bay is filled with water even after small storm events. 
• Concrete bridges work well for maintenance 
• High water table and flooding cause problems with play pits flooding and Wood fiber 

mulch getting washed out 
• Coyote Willows were start ups - probably not worth removing as they will just come 

back 
• Retain large trees for shade even though they are messy 

DPR MAINTENANCE STAFF WALK 

SUMMARY “Don’t Likes” 
• Kompan equipment 
• No big kid swings 
• Layout - distance 
• Lack of shade, bad drainage 

SUMMARY “Likes” 
• Sandbox 
• Spinners - group and single 
• Monkey bars 
• Climbing walls and equipment 

SUMMARY Comments 
• More shade 
• Better drainage 
• Thin out plantings, better visibility 

PUBLIC EVENT: COMMENT CARDS 

Survey Monkey 
SUMMARY If no, what playground do you 
consider to be your primary playground, and 
why? 

• Central Park 
• Puddle Jumper Park 
• Pocket park 
• Constellation Park 
• Aviator Park 
• Fulton Park 
• Arc Park 
• Westerly Creek School 
• Prairie Meadow Park 
• Wicker Park 
• F15 Park 
• Jetstream Park 

SUMMARY What makes Greenway Park special 
to you & the children you care for? 

• Sandbox 
• Hidden elements 
• Shade 
• Quiet 
• Slides 
• Proximity/location 
• Variety of options 

SUMMARY What, if anything, would you 
change about Greenway Park? 

• More structures for younger kids (<5 years) 
• Shade at sandbox 
• More swings for older kids 
• Better drainage 
• Disjointed 
• Better equipment 
• Better maintenance of vegetation 

SUMMARY What is it that they like most about 
these play elements? 

• Free play 
• Good for a variety of ages 
• Interactive play 
• Large size 
• Movement and creativity 
• Novelty 

SUMMARY There are a number of benefts 
to nature play, which are being considered as 
a replacement to traditional play structures 
in order to better suit the surrounding 
environment in Greenway Park. How supportive 
would you be of this change? 

• Free play 
• Good for a variety of ages 
• Interactive play 
• Large size 
• Movement and creativity 
• Novelty 

PUBLIC OUTREACH LOOKING AT THE CURRENT: MARKERS 

SUMMARY 
• Sandbox is a favorite 
• Sandbox needs more shade 
• Have a water feature 
• Natural play - logs rocks, tunnels 
• Monkey bars are loved 

AMBASSADOR WALK 
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SUMMARY What do you think helps make a 
great playground for children? 

• Opportunities for individual play/ 
exploration 

• Opportunities for group play 
• Diversity in play 
• Imagination play 
• Nature 
• Places to be creative 
• Safety 
• Shade 
• Challenges 

SUMMARY What makes a great playground 
for parents/caretakers? 

• Shade 
• Sitting areas 
• Safety 
• Lines of sight/visibility 
• Cleanliness 
• Restrooms 

SUMMARY What playground elements would 
you like to see at Greenway Park in the 
future? 

• More swings 
• Slides 
• Balance structures 
• Nature play elements 
• Shade structure 
• Obstacles 
• Picnic tables 
• Climbing 

Public Outreach Looking at the New: Preferred Images 
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Denver Parks and Recreation Input 
On October 29, 2018 Russell + Mills Studios met with Denver Parks and Recreation 
Maintenance Staff to gather input on equipment and existing playground defciencies and 
problems. 

The following were present: 

Denver Parks and Recreation Russell +Mills Studios 
Jason Bazanac Shelley La Mastra 
Kristen Beard Paul Mills 
Jaime Carrillo 
Rich Houghton 
Ric Marin 
Ric Miller 
Jeru Parikh 
Ben Rickenbacker 
Dan Rockne 
Kent Sondgerath 
Jeff Strock 
Laurie Tabachnick 
Marvin Trujillo 
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Comments: 
1. Kompan equipment is expensive and takes way too long to ship parts. Kids don’t 

use it. 
2. Wood fiber mulch washes out with rain storms due to slope of playground. 
3. Resilient paving hard to replace on slopes. Do not sue in full sun, kids peel it off 
4. No issues with concrete seatwalls and skateboards 
5. Forestry: cannot get bucket truck into playground to prune or remove trees 
6. No backflow, does not work. Illegally plumbed. 
7. Kids burn feet on resilient paving. 
8. Forestry: plant trees without pods/seeds. 
9. Drinking fountain leaks. 
10. Kids burn on slide. Built in slide is very difficult to replace. 
11. Save swings, provide different types 

General Comments: 
• Complaints about shade, existing trees are not big enough to provide shade 
• Do not use poured in place paving when play pieces have moving parts that need to 

be replaced - only use Wood fiber mulch 
• Provide more trash cans 
• Provide receptacles that are lockable due to urban camping 
• Lights: globes are too low and get broken, provide LED pole lights 
• Explore different furnishings from standards, provide extras that are stored in 

warehouse 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 9 

10 

11 

5 
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Comments: 
1. Kompan equipment is expensive and takes way too long to ship parts. Kids don’t use it. 
2. Swing bay is filled with water even after small storm events. 
3. Concrete bridges work well for maintenance 

• High water table and flooding cause problems with play pits flooding and Wood fiber mulch getting 
washed out 

• Coyote Willows were start ups - probably not worth removing as they will just come back 
• Retain large trees for shade even though they are messy 

1 

2 

3 
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Public Outreach: Looking at the Current 
On December 1, 2018 Denver Parks and Recreation along with Russell + Mills Studios hosted 
a Public Outreach Event to solicit opinions on the current playgrounds as well as desires for 
the new playgrounds. 

In order to create a visual survey on what playground users liked and didn’t like at the 
current playground, each participant was given three green and three red marker bags with 
comment card attached. Children were able to go directly to the areas and equipment that 
they love playing on and place a green marker bag. Adults helped to fll out comment cards 
on the markers that explained what it was that they liked about that area or play piece. 

The same was completed with the red marker bags. For example, play pieces that were 
avoided because they were not fun or were broken had red marker bags placed on them. 

The following maps and charts identify all of the bag locations and corresponding comments 
that were collected during this outreach event. 
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148 Needs	more	bike	facilities!	Put	em'	anywhere!	Like	dirt	jumps. 
149 Like	to	practice	grip	strength 
150 I	like	this	because	its	super	fun 
151 The	climbing	structures 
152 More	bike	facilities!	Anywhere! 
153 I	love	swings 
154 Swings 
155 Need	more	swings-	even	for	adults.	Big	family	swings	for	everyone	to	get	on 
156 I	like	this	because	there	are	swings 
157 Swings	are	great 
158 I	do	like	these 
159 No	comment	recorded 
160 Love	misters, 	but	they	are	broken	a	lot 
161 No	comment	recorded 
162 Water	features	are	great 
163 More	seating	that	is	covered	in	shade/trees	to	protect	against	 sun 

SUMMARY “Likes” 

• Boulder slide 
• Group spinner and bouncer 
• Swings 
• Misters 
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80

90

100

110

120

130

140

74 Not	enough	infant	swings 

Central 	Playground 	-	 LIKE 	Marker	Comments 
MARKER	ID COMMENT 

75 Big	slide	is	super	fun 
76 Like	mister	in	summer 
77 Love	the	swings 
78 I	like	how"Rocky"	this	rock	slide	is 
79 Love 	hills 

Fun.	Can	play	with	parents 
81 I	love	to	bring	sand	and	send	it	through	the	straners 
82 I	like	to	spin 
83 Fun	with	other	kids 
84 Love	this.	Will	initiate	team	work 
85 Love	slides.	Would	like	to	see	more	or	larger	slides 
86 I	like	to	play	music 
87 I	like	this	because	its	fun 
88 No	comment	recorded 
89 Natural	settings	are	great 

More	slides	like	this 
91 I	like	climbing	structure 
92 No	comment	recorded 
93 No	comment	recorded 
94 No	comment	recorded 
96 Love 	swings 
97 Love	the	swings 
98 Like 	climbing 	mounds 
99 The 	spinning 	wheel 

Great	early	age	structure 
101 Great	playset	for	little	kids 
102 More	climbing	structures 
103 Love	the	sand-	more	sand 
104 I	like	the	bouncy	toys 
105 The	purple	mountains	are	fun	to	climb	on 
106 I	like	the	"Ninja	Warrior"	challenge	course 
107 I	like	jumping	on	these	purple	mountains!	I	like	everything	about	mountains	 
108 Kids	love	these	purple	mountains 
109 This	a	a	challenge.	I	love	it 

This	big	mountain	is	fun	to	climb	and	fun	to	hang	out	on	with	new	friends 
111 I	love	running	up	and	down	and	the	color 
112 I	like	this	spinny	circle	thing 
113 I	jump	on	these	bells 
114 Swinging	makes	me	happy 
115 No	comment	recorded 
116 I	like	the	mist	and	the	swings 
117 Shade	structures 
118 Like 	bouncy 	bounce 
119 (Heart)	Bouncy	bounce 

Like	that	it	goes	spin 

132 Rock	slide	is	fun 
133 I	like	to	climb 
134 The 	climbing 	rocks 
135 Need	more	shade	and	seating 
136 Spinner 
137 Like	how	it	spins 
138 Like 	bouncing 
139 I	like	rolling	hills 

I	like	the	spinning	circle	because	it	goes	fast 
141 This	can	be	*not	legible 
142 So	popular-need	more 
143 I	like	these 
144 Love	the	idea	of	kids	making	different	sounds 
145 No	comment	recorded 
146 I	like	natural	materials	more 
147 Practice	stamina 

117 
152 77 

96 

97 

114 

153 

154 
155 

156 

157 

143 
140 

86 

79 

98 

87 

8299 83 
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100 

105 123 
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126 136
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107 108 

101 102 127 
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121128 
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111 
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149 150 151
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76 
115 
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159 

160 

161 

162 

75 

78 
88 89 

90 
85 

130 
131 

132 

91 92 
93 

94 

109 
133 

134 

110 135 

145 

163 
121 Like	swinging	toy 
122 Love 	slides 
123 I	like	climbingup	these	mountains 
124 I	like	playing	on	purple	hills 
125 Bouncy	things 
126 Spinners 
127 Water	tables 
128 Play	sifting	bench 
129 Misters	are	fun 

Awesome	 slide 
131 It’s	a	slide.	Its	awesome 

“Like” Markers: CENTRAL 
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61 
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62 

41 
6 
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32 33 

SUMMARY “Don’t Likes” 

• Missing/broken equipment 
• Not enough swings 
• Toddler area too small 
• Kompan equipment 
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Central 	Playground 	-	 DON'T	LIKE 	Marker	Comments 
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15
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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40
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42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
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54
55
56
57
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60
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65
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67
68
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70
71
72
73
74

MARKER	ID COMMENT 
This	doesn'	seem	very	fun.	What	do	I	do	here? 
I	wish	there	were	more	levels 
This	looks	ugly 
We	 need more	 slides 
No	comment	recorded 
Boring 
No	comment	recorded 
Wind	blows-	this	park	gets	really	windy 
*Not	legible 
I	didn’t	like	it	because	it	is	too	fast 
I	don’t	like	this	because	it	takes	up	too	much	room 
Don’t	like	this 
These	bushes	make	it	hard	to	see	where	kids	went.	Trees	are	better 
It	is	hard	to	climb 
Dangerous	to	get	down 
No	comment	recorded 
No	comment	recorded 
Uncovered	space	of	dirt/hill 
Bigger	tables	and	need	water	fountain 
More	swings-	all	sizes-	baby	(more)	-	heights 
More	slides 
Needs	a	digger	toy 
Bigger	sand	play	area 
Needs	more	shade	for	seating	area 
Hard	to	reach	this	zipline 
Little	kids	get	sand	in	eyes 
I	wish	there	were	plants	here 
Parents	want	more	than	1	baby	swing 
I	can't	reach	the	first	climbing	rung	here 
I	don’t	like	that	the	spinney	things	are	gone 
I	don’t	like	all	the	missing	play	pieces 
I	don’t	like	how	boring	these	chimes	are 
This	doesn’t	make	that	much	noise 
Not	enough	for 	toddlers.	Too	big	for	little	ones 
I	don’t	know	what	to	do 
Cant	reach	the	zipline	to	get	started.	Too	hard	even	for	my	mom! 
Awkward 
Don’t	like	sand	in	my	shoes 
For	little	kids, 	but	too	many	fall	areas 
Prefer	 benches 
I	don’t	get	it 
Water	tables 
No	comment	recorded 
No	comment	recorded 
More	monkey	bars	will	be	fun 

Steeper	angle	on	hand	sleds	will	help	kids	get	from	side	to	side 
Slide	doesn’t	work	well 
Ropes	are	boring 
Fall	height	too	high 
Too	many	purple	mounds 
This	has	potential	but	its	just	a	lump 
No	comment	recorded 
This	hill	could	be	put	to	better	use 
Put	something	fun	here 
Wasted	space 
Waste	of	space 
Sand	area	is	good.	Table	better 
Fake	rubber	material	is	terrible 
Need	more	toddler	interactive	structures	for	12-18	month	olds 
I	don't	like	the	playground 
Always	broken 
I	don’t	like	it	because	you	can't	do	much 
Boring 
These	are	pretty	old	and	not	too	useful 
I	don’t	like	this 
This	area	is	weird	and	boring.	Would	prefer	castle	with	slides.	Savekidscastle.org 
No	purpose	for	these 
Metal	and	plastic	get	too	hot	or	too	cold.	Wooden	climbing	structures	with	rope	better 
*Not	legible 
These	swings	are	too	short.	Older/taller	kids	can't	use	them 
I	don’t	like	these 
I	don’t	like	getting	wet 
No	comment	recorded 
Not	enough	infant	swings 

“Don’t Like” Markers: CENTRAL 

https://This	area	is	weird	and	boring.	Would	prefer	castle	with	slides.	Savekidscastle.org


41 like	the	sand	area	and	the	sand	toys 
42 Great	for	climbing 
43 I	like	the	water	fountains	nearby 
44 I	like	the	central	location	of	the	sanbox 
45 I	like	this	sandbox 
46 *Not	legible 
47 I	like	to	build	in	the	sand 
48 I	like	the	spinner	cuz	it	can	hold	more	than	I	person 
49 We	like	the	sliding	monkey	bars 
50 We	love	the	spinners 
51 This	is	fun	to	climb	on 
52 We	like	the	bridges	and	that	there	are	different	areas	in	the	park 
53 I	like	the	spinner	thing 
54 This	is	fun	to	climb	on 
55 I	like	the	monkey	bars-	they	are	different 
56 I	like	the	monkey	bars-	they	are	fun 
57 Yay	spinners! 
58 Kids	of	all	ages	really	enjoy	playing	on	this 
59 Bridges	rock 
60 Nature! 
61 Nature! 
62 I	love	these!!! 
63 Fun	big	area	to	play	in, 	very	good	structure	at	keeping	sand	in	one	place 
64 Love	spinner.	Initiates	team	work 
65 Fun	to	spin	with	other	kids 
66 Fun 
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SUMMARY “Likes” 

• Sandbox 
• Spinners - group and single 
• Monkey bars 
• Climbing walls and 

equipment 
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Greenway 	Playground 	-	 LIKE 	Marker	Comments 
MARKER	ID COMMENT 

36 I	like	sand 
37 I	like	the	sun	on	this	area-	could	we	add	art 
38 Want	swings	for	big	kids 
39 I	like	to	play	on	this 
40 I	like	to	play	on	this 

“Like” Markers: GREENWAY 



MARKER	ID COMMENT 
1 Needs	a	lot	more	shade 
2 I	wish	there	was	shade	at	the	sand	box 
3 More	natural	features 
4 More	water	feature 
5 Bad	drainage 
6 Wish	there	were	big	kids	swings	too 
7 Not	accesable	for	kids	with	different	physical	abilities, 	needs	adaptive	play	area 
8 These 	never 	work 	well 

9 
I	hate	this	drop	off.	It	only	takes	a	4ft	fall	to	become	paralyzed!	I	wish	there	was	a	 
closure	on	this	east	side	of	the	slide 

10 Fresh	or	newer	toys	in	sandbox 
11 At	times	the	bathrooms	have	been	inaccesable 
12 I	don’t	like	the	puddles	that	pool	under 	the	swings 
13 We	don’t	like	that	there	areonly	swings	for	babies, 	we	would	like	swings	for	older	kids 
14 I	don’t	like	the	graffiti 
15 This	makes	me	sick 
16 We	don’t	like	that	these	are	locked	in	place-	they	usedto	go	up	+	down 

17 
I	don't	like	these	rocks	because	they	are	hard	to	climb	-	but	if	there	were	more	to	 
make	it	easier	that	would	be	better 

18 I	don’t	like	graffiti 
19 I	don’t	like	how	far	away	the	spinner	is	from	the	sandbox 
20 We	don’t	like	the	basic	monkey	bars.	We	woud	like	to	see	more	challenging	structures 
21 I	don’t	like	this	structure.	It	is	too	little 
22 I	wish	there	was	grass	here 
23 These	seem	to	take	up	a	lot	of	space 
24 More	swings, 	not	baby	swings 
25 I	don’t	like	the	layout, 	its	long	and	skinny	instead	of	wide	and	open 
26 These	structures	are	very	small	and	only	really	cater	to	smaller	children 
27 This	is	not	very	fun.	Is	it	a	slide?	Is	it	a	climber?	Is	it	any 	fun? 
28 Honestly, 	it	seems	kind	of	pointless 
29 This	isnt	very	fun, 	except	the	hammock 
30 Too	simple 
31 Not	much	fun 
32 Would	be	more	fun	without	the	chain	at	the	bottom.	Would	like	to	swing	more 
33 Hard	to	slide	over	something	with	a	steeper	slope, 	would	be	more	fun	or	swing	rope 
34 Too	hard	to	use	should	have 	a	slopp	like	for	zipline 
35 Disfunctional	wind	angle.	Useless 

Greenway 	Playground 	-	 DON'T	LIKE 	Marker	Comments 

SUMMARY “Don’t Likes” 

• Kompan equipment 
• No big kid swings 
• Layout - distance 
• Lack of shade 
• Bad drainage 
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“Don’t Like” Markers: GREENWAY 



SUMMARY Comments 

• More shade 
• More swings 
• More imagination play 
• More features for older kids 

SUMMARY Comments 

• More shade 
• Better drainage 
• Thin out plantings, better visibility 

Central Playground Comments: 

1. Like blue swinging/climbing structure 
2. Our family really appreciates any play elements that suggest humans belong in nature- natural materials or 

structures that suggest nature as a point of contact for humans, e.g. mountains to climb, slide in rocks, anything 
that connects people to nature for kids 

3. Levels to change perspective, climbing up/down, more levels to suggest “seeing things a different/diverse way” 
4. Sand Play, water play, wood/tree climbing, rock climbing, all the best parts of this playgrounds 
5. Turn the pavilion into a snack stand where area groups/children can sell stuff to raise money & provide staffing 
6. The park hills are used a lot for sledding “we love it”!!! 
7. This park is very hot in summer and windy in winter 
8. Love the climbing structures 
9. Love separate little/big kid areas 
10. Love the fountains and sprinkles 
11. :( Need more shade 
12. :( Music center 
13. Love the foam floor 
14. :( Too much open space in main area 
15. :( the wood chips 
16. I just wanted to suggest that my kids would love more play structures that promote imaginative or role play. While 

the current Kompan sets are great to climb around on they do not allow for much role play. My kids love more 
house or fort like structures that they can play family and work in and they love construction scenes and sand 
boxes were they can get dirty, add water to the sand and make things. An old west mining town theme would be 
wonderful with a look out structure and a jail. Or even an airport play area with a small control tower and plane 
looking structures they can get in. A smaller kid friendly scooter or bike obstacle course would be great. Central 
Park is also lacking in shaded places for parents to sit and watch their kids play and a place for snacks and more 
trash cans. If kids are doing role play they can be there for hours. 

17. I would love to see more features for bigger kids. My sons are 10 & 13 and still like to play. Something for teens 
and tweens would be great-a bigger skate, or a parkour area, or a climbing boulder area. Toilet paper soap and 
paper towels would be great in Central Park bathrooms. 

18. Some of the jungle gyms designed for kids are too big. The “zip line: features needs adult help to be used. It’s 
about 18” too high off of the ground and impossible for kids to use by themselves. There need to be at least 3 
times as many swings.... 

19. Purple mounds are really attractive to the children 

Greenway Playground Comments: 

1. Water feature! 
2. Shade at sandbox - so hot in summer! 
3. Nature play 
4. Better drainage of playground by swings specifically. Standing water is bad and TONS of mosquitoes 
5. We like the toys in the sandbox 
6. Climbing walls are cool 
7. More toddler friendly things 
8. We would love a more natural play park with water features, rocks, and wood to on and in. Less man-made play 

structures. Flowing water or creek. Similar to Pasquinel’s Landing, Grant Frontier Park, Beller Park 
9. Small dog section @ dog parks 
10. Keep the sandpit with additions as pictured. Greenway need to be thinned of trees and bushes on the interior but 

keep trees and bushes on south side to provide barrier view to those homes. FYI - lots of teens frequent this park 
late at night, playing on structures, drinking and climbing 

11. Like the little kid sand play 
12. Consider the direction that slides face - they can get hot in summer 
13. Slides have too big of a drop off at the top, esp. for toddlers 
14. Like sand play 
15. More seating around play areas 
16. More bucket swings 
17. Tots-age 10 
18. Teen hangout - climb roof of structure 
19. More surveillance on area 
20. Planting around 
21. Rails on bridges 
22. Limb up plantings 
23. Shade trees around sand play 
24. Skateboard area larger! 
25. Bigger picnic tables - lots of parties 
26. Upgrade seats at structure 
27. Needs to be no flooding area 
28. More out in the open and visible might be safer 

General Playground Comments: 

1. There need to be shade structures 
2. Separate areas by age 
3. One tiny skate park in this huge neighborhood is not enough 
4. There is a park developed by the Master Community Associations north of 56th that has some wonderful features. 

It uses large natural forms as climbing structures that go along a winding river. While I know water features are too 
problematic, some of the concepts of a winding path (rather than water) along which are structures that draw the 
children in, are quite interesting 
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Additional Comments 



What playground equipment do you think is most used? Why? 
• Swings 
• Tot lot - structure and imagination 
• Climbing boulders - older kids 
• Music Area 
• Hills - balance 
• Round Kompan spinner 
• Group bouncer - tot lot 

What playground equipment is least used? Why? 
• Slide elements 
• Kompan equipment 
• Mister - kids prefer water feature 

Any equipment that is often not working/broken? 
• Music area 

Preference on surfacing materials? Artifcial turf, resilient, Wood fber mulch, sand 
• Like artificial turf on hills - in other parks kids use cardboard to slide down them 

What kind of activities do you most often see users participating in at the 
playgrounds? 

• Swings 
• Tots 
• Mountains 
• Hiding 
• Picnics 
• Some kids use the blue river 
• Trike and striders 

Are there any areas that you see as undersized? i.e. not enough swings, too many kids 
using misters, not enough tables or benches 

• Not enough shade and seats, tables 
• Swings - good location 
• Climbing elements 
• Sand area should be bigger with water pump 
• Imagination play 
• Tot area is not big enough - crowded 

What comments have you heard/discussed with others prior to this outreach about the 
playgrounds? 

• Heavily used on weekends 
• Kids like slides - but make sure they don’t get too hot 

What other playgrounds have you visited that you think are good examples of what you 
would like to see here? 

• Fraser park - Themed play 
• Old Sage park - California 
• Every playground has its own character 

What do you specifcally like about them? 
• Imagination 
• Climbing 
• Slides 

If you could choose one playground equipment piece to have what would it be? Why? 
• Zipline 
• Climbing towers: Parents need to be able to have access to rescue the kids and not rely on other kids being able 

to access them 
• Slides 
• Kids want physical activities 
• Tunnels 

Additional Comments 
• Like to fly kites and roll down the hills 
• Lawn is soggy - need a water feature 
• Add in water feature pump 
• Like the idea of “Old West Train” theme and an opportunity for role playing 
• Airplane theme - mini control tower 
• Like having playground being contained 

On December 15, 2018 representatives from Russell + Mills Studios and Denver Parks 
and Recreation met Ambassadors to discuss the current playgrounds as well as the 
future playgrounds. The following document the feedback received. 

The following were present: 

Denver Parks and Recreation 
Jeru Parikh 

Russell +Mills Studios 
Paul Mills 

Ambassadors 
Evelyne Gahbauer 
Cindy 

SUMMARY 

• Kompan equipment least used 
• Not enough shade 
• Crowded tot area 
• Need more/better slides 
• Find a theme for playground 
• New equipment should be ziplines, tunnels and slides 
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Ambassador Walk: CENTRAL 



What playground equipment do you think is most used? Why? 
• Swings, sandbox for younger kids. 
• Lots of kids climb the pavilion structure 
• Spinner 
• Tot lot play pieces 

What playground equipment is least used? Why? 
• Middle Kompan equipment does not get used 

Any equipment that is often not working/broken? 
• Water feature for the sandbox is sometimes down during the summer 

Preference on surfacing materials? Artifcial turf, resilient, Wood fber mulch, sand 
• Artificial turf 
• Resilient pavement 

What kind of activities do you most often see users participating in at the 
playgrounds? 

• Sandbox and toys 
• Older kids climb trees 
• Exploring nature area 

Are there any areas that you see as undersized? i.e. not enough swings, not enough 
tables or benches 

• Playground is never very crowded 
• Need shade for sand area 
• More swings 
• No ramps needed, current access works 
• Need more for older kids 
• Current seating 

What comments have you heard/discussed with others prior to this outreach about the 
playgrounds? 

• Drainage is a big issue where water gets caught in pits, especially the spinner and swing pit often getting 6” of 
standing water. 

• It takes 10 days to drain water that is 12” deep. 

What other playgrounds have you visited that you think are good examples of what you 
would like to see here? 

• Beeler Park (Stapleton North) 
• Wash Park 
• Pasquinel Landing Park 

What do you specifcally like about them? 
• Natural obstacle course 
• Water feature 
• Trike track 
• Zipline that used to be there 35 years ago 
• Sports court with plastic tiles 
• Rings as monkey bars 

If you could choose one playground equipment piece to have what would it be? Why? 
• Trike track 
• Rock formation 
• Logs, natural play 

Additional Comments 
• More natural play where kids can explore and get dirty 
• Make water feature out of creek 
• Make creek wider 

On December 15, 2018 representatives from Russell + Mills Studios and Denver Parks 
and Recreation met Ambassadors to discuss the current playgrounds as well as the 
future playgrounds. The following document the feedback received. 

The following were present: 

Denver Parks and Recreation 
Jeru Parikh 

Russell +Mills Studios 
Paul Mills 

Ambassadors 
John, Rebecca, Craig Chapman 

SUMMARY 

• Sandbox is a favorite 
• Sandbox needs more shade 
• Have a water feature 
• Natural play - logs rocks, tunnels 
• Monkey bars are loved 
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Ambassador Walk: GREENWAY 
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Denver Parks and Recreation posted a Survey Monkey online for members of the community to 
give their thoughts and help to give DPR and Russell + Mills Studios a better sense of the users of 
the playgrounds as well as what they didn’t like and wanted to see changed. 

Survey informational handouts were passed out in person at the playgrounds. Social media blasts 
were completed on Denver Parks and Recreation webpage, DPR’s facebook page, Nextdoor and 
MCA Stapleton. The following pages refect the responses received. 

PUBLIC SURVEY 
Central Park Playground 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CentralPlay 

Greenway Park Playground 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/GreenwayPlay 

(each survey will take approximately 10 minutes) 

Constructed approximately 10 years ago, Stapleton’s Central 
Park and Greenway Park playgrounds are now in need of 

improvements. 

As Denver Parks and Recreation begins the design process for 
upgrading these two playgrounds, we want to hear from you 

about what you’d like to see in the future. 

Please take the surveys to tell us what you love about the current 
playgrounds as well as what you would like to see in the future. 

Please contact parksandrecreation@denvergov.org with any questions. 
For more information and visit www.denvergov.org/parks. 

If you would like to be involved with supporting the future outreach for this 
efort in Stapleton, please email parksandrecreation@denvergov.org with your 

contact information. 

Survey Monkey 
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If no, what playground do you consider to be your primary 
playground and why? 

1. Pocket park 
2. It used to be until we moved, and have to drive 
3. F15 
4. Too crowded; not as close 
5. Sand playground or other ones with more options for young kids 
6. Sand park or New park at Fred Thomas 
7. F-15 
8. Jet stream or other neighborhood park. Climbing wall and easy access swings 
9. Sand park for larger and constellation park is our closest 
10. It’s way too crowded on the weekends. 
11. Greenway park 
12. F-15 closer and more shade in summer 
13. Swigert school or pocket parks as they are closer. 
14. Sandbox. Proximity 
15. F15 because it is one block from our house and easy to walk over. 
16. Nearby school playground because we can walk there 
17. The one near the sandbox in the green belt near 24th and 26th since it’s closer to our 

house. 
18. Waking distance playgrounds in Northfield 
19. I don’t feel like there is enough age appropriate structures for my daughter. 
20. Pocket park playground - Wabash - it is in better condition. 
21. Puddle jumper - closest to house. 
22. We have always used all playgrounds in our area, but Central Park has always been my 

kids’ favorite. Other playgrounds we use are city park, turtle park, Congress park and 
other Stapleton playgrounds 

23. F-15 playground/park because it’s right across the street from our house 
24. It used to be our go to, but with the broken equipment, we opted for safer options. 
25. Sunset park, shade! 
26. Arc Park or Greenway Park, because they are closer to our house/school bus stop. 

Central Park lacks shade and seating for adults, making it less inviting. 
27. area pocket park 
28. Fred Thomas park, closer 
29. “F15 because it’s a bit easier to keep an eye on kids at different levels of 
30. 
31. Ability  
32. I really like the one in North Stapleton that has the river.  it is not a Denver Park 
33. We go to smaller neighborhood parks because it is easier to keep an eye on multiple 

kids and because there is more shade in the hot summer months 
34. A pocket park behind our home as it is a bit closer and less crowded. 
35. the little one by aviator pool 
36. It’s not a close as two other parks:  Constellation Park and Greenway Park.  It also 

sometimes seems hectic and not everything seems or is accessible. 
37. Greenway 
38. Mayfair Park: closer to home 
39. School playground 
40. We used to live less than a mile from Central Park but now we live in Conservatory 

Green. Our go to playgrounds are now High Tech and Runway 35 
41. My kids don’t play at the playground much anymore, but I hate to see it in disrepair.  I’m 

glad it’s getting upgraded.  We spent MANY fun hours there. 
42. Backyard, small playground in our neighborhood/pocket park (east bridge) 
43. Arc Park at E 28th Ave and Elmira and the park at 26th and Fulton 
44. Jetstream because it is closer to my house and is typically less crowded. 
45. F15 , spiderweb park.  Closer 
46. Wash park - the new playground. Variety and natural structures. 
47. Stapleton - North of I-70 due to proximity 
48. Jetstream 
49. Quilted Park because it’s closer 
50. Arc park or sail park because they are closer 
51. Swigert, closer, not run down. 
52. 27th Stout 
53. North side of Stapleton 
54. Greenbelt parks or Westerly Creek Elementary 
55. F15 Park, close to house 
56. Westerly Creek School Playground or Rock Climbing wall playground. 
57. Aviator 
58. Cottonwood gallery park 
59. Willow st playground.  Newer and less crowded 
60. f 15 due to proximity 
61. The playground at Westerly Creek Elementary as it is much closer to our house and 

never crowded. 
62. Pocket park a block from our home 
63. F-15, closer 
64. Prairie Meadows - closer to home. 
65. We live much closer to the Jet Stream Pool so we use that tiny playground a lot. Central 

Park is our go-to for a large playground! 
66. Pocket parks, greenway park and the park at 26th and Fulton.  Central Park has gotten 

too run down. 
67. Arc Park and F-15, just due to proximity 
68. Swigert 
69. School playground at Izzy B 
70. Wicker Park playground 
71. Willow Park east. Closer 
72. Cottonwood park, newer equipment 
73. The ones between Conservatory Green and WPE. Closer and better playgrounds for 

toddlers and small children.  And cleaner and not as junky. 
74. The current condition of the playground prevents us from going as much as we would 

like.  Also, the playground does not always feel safe. 
75. smaller neighborhood parks.  Central Park is closest but it is rundown and no longer fun 

for my child. 
76. “There is a pocket park across the street from our house. 
77. F-15 and Arc Park, super close to home 
78. F-15, closer and let stuff broken 
79. f15 or Isabella bird 
80. 35th & Wabash 
81. F-15 Park. It is a lot closer to home and easily walkable. 
82. The pocket park a block away. 
83. Park near Jet Stream pool, it is only 2 blocks from our house. 
84. For question number 5 and 6: we would go more frequently if the playground were non-

smoking, and if it were in better shape.  It’s so close to our house, but its nasty. 
85. F-15 playground, Izzy Bird School Playground, Aviator...closer to home and more friendly 

for toddlers and younger kids. Also, usually less crowded than Central Park Playground 
86. Cottonwood Galley Park because of proximity to our house. 
87. We don’t have a go to playground currently. We used to go to CP, but it’s in such bad 

shape we choose to avoid it. 
88. We rotate around. 
89. I live across the street from Central Park but often walk to Swigert because it’s better 

maintained. 
90. Pocket park at 32nd between Trenton and ulster. 
91. Prairie Meadows Park is closer to our home in Northfield 
92. Arc Park because of close proximity to home 
93. Distance.  We have other playgrounds that are closer. 
94. Fulton Park, F-15, Arc Park. Closer to our house and nicer facilities. 
95. We are a block from F-15 so we often walk there. However our oldest child always wants 

to go to central park playground but the last few times we have gone there are older 
kids riding bikes over the purple hills, the play ground is packed and a lot of it has been 
abused by people. Some of the wear is to ve expected with the age but it isn’t fun to go 
there. 

96. Pocket park in east bridge because kids ride their bikes there. 

97. Greenway 
98. Playground near 26th and Fulton.  it’s close and in new condition. 
99. Isabella Bird because it is across the street 
100. Quilted park or Cottonwood Gallery Park, they are closer we go go everyday. 
101. Swigert playgrounds 
102. High Tech Elementary is closest to us. 
103. F15 
104. Swigert 
105. Our pocket park because CP is in such need of repair 
106. Rumble park b/c it’s our neighborhood pocket park, but when we need space, we go to 

central park 
107. We moved to Willow Park East and frequent the park on Prairie Meadow Dr. 
108. Conservatory Green Pocket Park and Cottonwood Gallery Park - They are within walking 

distance from our house. If we drive to a park we go someplace with a fun playground 
or splash pad like Beeler Park river, Clear Creek Valley Park, Centennial Center Park, or 
Wash Park. 

109. Maverick, because we live across the street. 
110. Cottonwood Park (due to proximity) 
111. F15, proximity 
112. F-15 due to proximity 
113. Quilted Park - right across the street 
114. School or pocket park. Cleaner and don’t have to cross major street. 
115. Izzy Bird elementary 
116. The playground by F-15 park in Stapleton. It’s not as busy and is clean. We pretty much 

just use the playground for sledding even though it’s very annoying that Denver plows 
the trail at the bottom of the sledding hill. 

117. Cottonwood Gallery Park, because proximity 
118. One at a local elementary school 
119. Aviator because it’s across the street or Greenway park because it’s very close too 
120. We rotate parks.  We don’t have a single “go-to” playground. 
121. F-15 - closest 
122. We rotate but aviator park because it is contained and very clean 
123. Wicker Park, because it’s closest to us 
124. Kids are too old for the equipment. Needs to be updated for older kids too. 
125. F-15 by the pool. It’s close to us and has shade. 
126. Northfield playgrounds 
127. It should be but we don’t go because it is run down 
128. Prairie Meadow/Sandhills 
129. Jet Stream Playground - it is across the street from our home. 
130. Jet Stream 
131. Pocket parks are visited often because they are closer (Fulton and 26th Ave, and 28th 

and Geneva). 
132. F15 - location 
133. It’s in disrepair 
134. School or one on 25th 
135. Westerly Creek Elementary school playground because it is closer and has climbing 

structures with slides. 
136. Jetstream park because it’s right outside our door 
137. Jet Stream Park because we live right across the street. 
138. Playground in aviator park. Main reason: it has shade. Smaller footprint, less crowded, 

good for young kids (I can park the baby in the stroller and still have eyes on her 
anywhere the toddler runs) 

139. Willow Basin Park 
140. Jetstream 
141. Swigert international school playground because it is even closer than Central Park. 
142. Playgrounds closer to home--walkability and quality of playground.  Have been 

disappointed with the condition of the central park playground 
143. Our home playground is near the F-15 pool in Stapleton. It’s the closest and has more 

options for my kids to climb and play 
144. Westerly Creek Elementary.  Good condition, not too packed, clean, equipment works, 

entertaining for multiple ages. 
145. 23rd and Syracuse park/playground.  Clean, new fun equipment and great climbing 

feature.” 
146. Constellation. Location. We do go to Central Park every couple of weeks. A lot more 

over the summer with the fun water play. 
147. CG, green playground between 50th PL and DR 
148. The playground by Swigert. The cp playground is falling apart. And the park itself is 

devoid of trees (and the ones that are there look dead) and decent grass. It’s full of 
weeds. There’s no shade. The building there sits empty. Why not put a coffee or ice 
cream shop in there?  Grass, picnic tables, tennis court, basketball court, horseshoes. 
ANYTHING would improve it. It’s embarrassing for our neighborhood. 

149. We go often, but our regular go-to parks are closer to our house (i.e. pocket park, 
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Survey Monkey: CENTRAL 



school playground). 
150. Jet stream, it’s across the street. Central Park is 2nd on our list 
151. Pocket parks. Arc park and the playground at Fulton and 26th because they are in better 

condition. 
152. F15. It’s closer, cleaner, and the crowd isn’t as scary. 
153. Greenway or pocket parks 
154. Wicker Park (closer to our house) 
155. not t he closest to our house but convenient for the days we visit the rec center or have 

sports training in this park 
156. Jetstream because it’s a block away. We would use central park more if it was more 

appealing. 
157. The pool and other parks with play structures between 26th Ave and MLK Blvd, also 

between Havana St. and Clinton Way - because we can go there without crossing any 
busy streets like MLK Blvd.  

158. Cottonwood Park and Wicker Park 
159. Playgrounds off 32nd ave in the neighborhood - because there is no shade in the central 

park playground 
160. Playground at Fulton and 26th, closer to home, newer 
161. We live across from a pocket park at 35th Place and Wabash Street so it’s easy/quick. 

The Central Park playground ground conditions are just falling apart, but we love those 
mini mountains! 

162. Harvest Park - it’s closest to home, also Prairie Meadow park playground as it’s large and 
not too far away 

163. F15 - it’s closer 

Comments: 
1. Scooters 
2. Walking, biking or car 
3. Scooter 
4. Bike in summer, car in winter 

What makes Central Park Playground special to you and the 
children you care for? 

1. It’s not. It’s in complete disrepair, and has not been maintained. The views are 
spectacular, and it really should be special. Water feature hasn’t been working most 
years. We don’t bother going anymore. 

2. It is super close to us and the kids enjoy the variety of play structures 
3. Location 
4. Lots of things to do, Central Park itself and the water fountains and sprayers. Also the 

yellow swing 
5. Lots of different play options—fountains, tiny kid play area, climbing equipment, “bells,” 

swings, slides, fields 
6. The water features, the size and options for kids of all ages, the views of the 

mountains 
7. Everything is right there... The hills, the climbing walls, slide, right by fields where older 

kids can play, swings are awesome. 
8. The hill it’s on. The view 
9. Variety for different ages 
10. We love that families come from all over the city! 
11. The diversity of play equipment 
12. It is very important for the kids and families to be interactive. It’s proximity to our house 

makes it a great resource for family fun. 
13. They love the mounds. 
14. Lots of options for kids to choose self directed play. 
15. Climbing features. Swings. Variety of items 
16. We love the diversity of the playground. So many fun options for different age 

groups 
17. Purple mountains. 
18. Swings are by far the biggest draw.  My older on loves to climb on the rocks too.  Love 

the splash pad in the summer. 
19. It is nearby and we enjoy the fountains, purple mountains and rock slide. 
20. Purple mountains are our favorite 
21. It is unique and spacious.  Even when crowded there is room to run around.  
22. The scenery and the mountain like playground pieces 
23. Nice views - open space nearby - friendly families - central meet up place to let kids 

play - in the summer the water features re really nice - separate playground for smaller 
kids 

24. Having something for all ages to play on. 
25. The use of topography, beautiful expansive view, and unique / fun play structures. 
26. Green space, neighborhood feel 
27. The mountain mounds and the views. 
28. Close to home. 
29. They’ve always called it the blue mountain playground. They love the hills and the rock 

slide 
30. We like the variety of the park - so many different things to do 
31. Variety of things to do.  Large, suits many ages but not overcrowded. She loves the 

water mist feature, the purple mountains, the swings, the music section & classic 
playground with slide. 

32. We love the different levels and the uniqueness of the design. The water  futures are 

also a big hit. 
33. Fountain and they love the dr Seuss vibe. Ninja course, and the soft turf. 
34. Love the water features, hills, slides/rocks and the spinning equipment. 
35. The large size, water features and swings 
36. It’s an awesome playground and very close by. 
37. Its a great walk and we like the location 
38. The kids love the purple hills and the slide built into the rock formation as well as the 

spinny and bouncy chairs in the small playground area 
39. It was really nice at one point.  My kids most enjoy the climbing structures and the 

slide. 
40. It is close.  it is unique 
41. Fun features, mountain views, and great location 
42. The rock slide and climbing rocks. We also love the fountains in the summer. 
43. It’s a nice place to gather with friends and play. 
44. Close by, fun, safe 
45. The views are gorgeous 
46. It has a lot of great elements, like the mounds, and the water elements. 
47. Unique 
48. The variety of play equipment appropriate for multiple ages and spread out so that 

bigger kids are somewhat separated from little kids. 
49. Purple mountains  (mounds) 
50. The size, access to bathrooms, the fountain in the summer, seeing our neighbors while 

playing 
51. We loved that the playground was big enough for kids to run and be independent, but 

that it was also still “contained”. 
52. Soft surface, nature theme, water 
53. Central Park is the closest “large” park to my family. It is a landmark in Stapleton and 

the park most associated with bigger events in the neighborhood. 
54. Its big.....so lots to do for different ages 
55. Love th he open spaces and the hills 
56. The rolling hills are fun for the kids. 
57. Central Location & Public 
58. the proximity to our home and the fountains 
59. Great location first off. We like the “purple hills” (except that the rubber doesn’t 

hold up well), rock features and overall layout that’s nice and open. We don’t like 
the play structures (jungle gyms) on the north side and that there’s little shade in the 
summer. 

60. It’s big, has a variety of options to play on, has something for different ages 
61. Proximity, size, openness 
62. My grandson love “the purple park” because he always meets other kids there. We 

often spend several hours there because there is space in close proximity to play 
Frisbee, ride his scooter, and in the summer, play in the water. He loves the climbing 
wall 

63. Variety or play structures. 
64. it is big, lots of options 
65. Views, neighborhood friends 
66. Close to home 
67. Size 
68. It’s big and attracts people from all around 
69. Nearby location, fountains in hot weather to cool off. Slides and swings, walking areas, 

bathrooms. Many climbing areas. The “purple mountains “. 
70. Proximity, view of mountains, and water in summer 
71. Hills to run up and down is very fun 
72. Lot of stuff to do, different interesting things to do 
73. The mounds and the ability to run around 
74. We love the water feature in the summer.  We also enjoy the undulating hills in the 

playground area, running up and down. 
75. Size and special features, unique compared to other parks 
76. Open space, room to run, scenic views. 
77. Great park to meet friend with kids of different ages. 
78. Like the summer fountains and slides. 
79. Proximity, amenities 
80. It’s close, near sporting events, near bike paths 
81. Fountains, mountains, community 
82. Really love the water feature in the summer (misty clouds) as well as picnic tables 

throughout for lunch/snacks 
83. My older kids went there when they were younger regularly 
84. Fountains over summer... Like the soft ground/turn 
85. Directly on the bike and walking path. The large size with so many options to play at one 

place 
86. Different than other playgrounds, variety of activities 
87. Variety of play options, large size 

SUMMARY If no, what playground do you consider to be 
your primary playground and why? 

• F15 Park 
• Jet Stream Park 
• Pocket Park 
• Swigert International School 
• Wicker Park 
• Prairie Meadow park 
• Harvest park 
• Cottonwood Park 
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Survey Monkey: CENTRAL 



88. My children love the “terrain” - the hills, bumps, etc. 
89. We like the variety of what is available, water features, mixed landscape, creative slides. 

I especially like that there is a big toddler area. 
90. It’s in a beautiful setting and has something for all ages. They call it the purple 

playground! 
91. Great open space 
92. The splash pad 
93. It was the first playground with a creative space. The purple mountains are a favorite. 

Large playground with lots of different elements for many ages. 
94. It’s down the street and we can build relationships with our neighbors! 
95. Splash pad, sand box, and playground equipment all in the same place 
96. It’s close and it’s big! 
97. Splash pad, lots of different activities 
98. Size, water feature, pond, geese, maintenance crew efforts. 
99. Purple mountains 
100. Close to home 
101. The fountains, the climbing structure (rocks), and purple hills. 
102. Centrally located 
103. Swings, the natural play areas like the rock slide and rock climbing, that it’s visible so I 

can see all my kids 
104. The proximity to our house.  Sadly, it isn’t special to us.  It was when it first opened but 

it has not been cared for and has become somewhat dangerous.  When my daughter 
was 6 she was approached by a 20something and told he had a gun and would shoot 
her.  Police were called.  

105. Safer, cleaner, better class of people 
106. Great location, kids have fun, variety of structures 
107. My kids love the misters and the “purple mountains” 
108. Rock tower, views, grassy areas nearby 
109. The creativity in vision and the fountains! 
110. It was more special when my kids were younger - lots to do there and a nice walk from 

our home. 
111. Unique features including its hills and elevation changes which makes for fun 

adventuring. 
112. The large rock-climbing structure.  More shade than other Stapleton parks.  
113. Large central location, many things to do 
114. They love climbing, the hills and the rocks. 
115. for question #8 - this should have been aggregated across respondents, rather than 

asking people individually to answer with different transportation systems in mind. that 
doesn’t make sense for the individual.  Central Park is special because it’s up on a perch 
and has a great view.  

116. It’s a large play area with great spaces to explore and we often walk our dog along the 
paths in the rest of Central Park 

117. Great size, lots to do and lots of places to run around and explore. Lots of climbing 
options. 

118. Our kids like the purple hills, the mountain slide, swings.  
119. The large play area with a variety of structures. 
120. Unique aesthetics - It’s the “purple mountain park”. 
121. Purple “mountains” climbing rock. 
122. The purple mountains 
123. We love having a wide variety of activities within the park. We run and bike on the trails, 

and the kids love playing in the open field, playground, and fountain. 
124. The big slide by the swings 
125. Proximity to our home, variety of play, splash pad!! 
126. The splash pad and misters 
127. Proximity 
128. Good size 
129. Lots of space to run around 
130. Activities for different aged children 
131. Variations in elevation/height 
132. Colorful 
133. Love the views and the hills on the playground 
134. Unique design, large spaces to run, lots of free climbing/running space. 
135. It is very close to our house so we can go frequently. We have gone there regularly for 

years and have good memories. We love the fountains. 
136. Different areas within the playground, the water features, climbing rock. 
137. Great location and scenery! Just the playground needs to be updated. 
138. It’s one of the few playground that is so connected to everything through safe sidewalks, 

so lots of playing for the kids and then exercise for me 
139. I used to go to a workout group there and kids would play after. It’s sentimental. 
140. It’s the first playground we went to in Stapleton.  it has something for every age.  We 

enjoy the water misters on a hot day. 
141. They love the mounds and swings up on the hill with the expansive view 

142. Climbing structures 
143. It is convenient as I work out in the park and then my sons can play there 

afterwards. 
144. Don’t use playground. 
145. Proximity, grassy areas, water feature in summer, climbing wall, swings 
146. Lots of play options 
147. The incredible views and the spacious atmosphere. 
148. It’s very big with lots of different activities 
149. Something for all ages, the water, and the large space so it never feels too 

crowded. 
150. It has equipment for all ages 
151. The playground is cool 
152. The soft, playing surfaces and variety of equipment. 
153. When we lived close by, we loved the purple mountains and the rock slide. 
154. Gathering place, water feature, “purple hills” 
155. It’s so close and fun! 
156. Uniqueness and variety of play areas 
157. It is large and has a lot of different areas to explore. 
158. Close to home 
159. They love the variety of play structures and the amount of space. 
160. They enjoy the rock feature and the fountains. 
161. It is the closest one to our house and the only city playground within walking 

distance 
162. Variety of different play environments and water features.  love that there is something 

for all ages 
163. Convenient location. 
164. It is very fun and active 
165. At this point it’s not special. It’s totally run down. 
166. It’s across the street 
167. It is large, varied, and has unique equipment. 
168. It’s still fun for my kids (10 & 12) even though they’re older. It’s safe, and the climbing 

rock and structures encourage outdoor play. They can practice their parkour moves 
safely. 

169. Sledding 
170. Name says it all... It is central. 
171. Location 
172. It’s large with lots of space to move 
173. Kids like the “rock slide.” 
174. It’s a known place and easy to meet people at if they don’t know the neighborhood 

well 
175. Purple mounds and misters 
176. It’s a beautiful park love the grass 
177. The views are beautiful and the swings are nice. We also like the variety of people we 

meet there. The purple mountains are also different and fun. 
178. The misters, the splash pad 
179. Spending time outdoors together. 
180. It’s big and close. 
181. Its proximity 
182. Lots to do, it is a relatively safe park for smaller and still fun for older kids 
183. It’s a great park with a fun open space, hills for rolling down, splash pad and the fun 

“mountains” (mounds) to climb. 
184. All the different play zones 
185. It is a large playground with a diverse group of kids. 
186. Soccer fields, climbing areas 
187. It’s large with multiple areas to play 
188. It’s a large playground with a lot of kids, and we don’t go terribly often.  It is a little bit 

special and unique when we do go. 
189. It is close to our house and free from traffic. 
190. Big fields, play equipment that mirrors nature, colorful.  The fountains in the 

summer. 
191. It is close to our hose and has a variety of activities 
192. Proximity to home 
193. My kids love the swings 
194. Close to our house, nice range of play equipment for different ages. 
195. The size is a large factor which offers a variety of play structures/surfaces. The fountains 

in the summer are a bit hit. 
196. Variety 
197. We call it the purple park for the purple “mountains.” It’s also one of the largest parks 

and fun because there’s so much to do. The musical stuff is cool too. 
198. My kids do not care for the Central Park playground and do not enjoy playing there for 

more than a couple minutes. They like the spinner and the misters (when they are turned 
on) 

199. It’s where my son plays 
200. Variety of activities makes it good for our kids that range from 1 to 6 years old. 
201. Great views and diverse activities for all ages. 
202. Super fun landscape (my 3 yo loves the hills and river) 
203. Lots of variety of play structures. 
204. The large size and central location. 
205. It’s been great as they age to have progressively harder equipment 
206. The proximity, to be able to combine walking, biking playing 
207. I love the location near my home and the different things kids can do there. 
208. It’s close, the kids love the purple mountains, love the event programming there, like the 

public bathrooms! 
209. Variety of equipment. My kids enjoy the slide built into the fake rocks and the swings. In 

the summer they love the splash pad. 
210. n/a 
211. Love the seasonal water features (both the splash pad and the “misty forest”, as my kids 

call it). Like the interesting slide/climbing hill. Like the “purple mountains” - my kids love 
running up and down. 

212. Big space, purple Mounds 
213. The open space, variety and water play. 
214. I like the large space and multiple features/areas 
215. Play structures 
216. Proximity and its our neighborhood playground so we run into lots of friends. 
217. The hill to sled on, the little hills to walk and bike, the big rock to climb 
218. Proximity, fountains, variety of equipment 
219. My kids have always loved Central Park. The purple mountains; water spray; splash pad/ 

fountains; picnic tables; swings; slides; climbing structures. 
220. Proximity to our house, multiple features it offers, water area 
221. Swings splash pad and the variety of playground equipment 
222. It’s so run down, it’s not special to us anymore. 
223. It’s big, kept fairly clean, and usually well populated with playmates for our little 

ones. 
224. Sledding hill, watching fireworks on sledding hill, trails. 
225. Swings, sandbox area, rock climbing 
226. Proximity 
227. It’s large, there are usually lots of kids there 
228. We like the splash pad area in the summer. We like stopping on the way home from 

school to play for a little bit. We haven’t spent much time there though. 
229. Convenience 
230. Close by and lots of open space. 
231. in addition to the playground, lots of fun trails, green space and sledding hils 
232. The fountain is really fun on hot days. We also like to cool off in the mist sprayer. 
233. We love the different areas of the park -- there’s something for everyone there. We also 

like the park surrounding the playground. 
234. They love all the options to play on 
235. The moguls and the fountains. 
236. Great views of neighborhood and mountains. 
237. Proximity to out house and the views. 
238. Size, always other kids there 
239. Plenty of diverse activities and landscapes 
240. Love that there are a variety of play spaces (swings, slides, sand, jungle gym type areas, 

water play, and places for caregivers to sit, padded ground area, drinking fountains, and 
bathrooms 

241. It’s big and fun! Lots of different zones for all ages to play and unique structures. We 
also like the water features in the summer. 

242. Proximity to our home 
243. Equipment for all ages 
244. Biggest play ground near us 

SUMMARY What makes Central Park Playground special to 
you and the children you care for? 

• Location and size 
• Lots of playing options/variety 
• Views 
• Purple mounds 
• Climbing features 
• Swings 
• Slides 
• Water feature/misters 
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What, if anything, would you change about Central Park 
playground? 

1. Maintain it. Add things that appeal to older kids. Basketball court, skate 
park,volleyball. 

2. The AstroTurf and mountains are in terrible condition! 
3. Play structures, more entertaining/useful areas of child engagement 
4. The hills are in poor condition 
5. I think there’s too many climbing apparatuses.  I’d like to see more gathering areas with 

shade. 
6. More options for younger kids 
7. Na 
8. The playground equipment 
9. More for older kids 
10. It’s starting to crumble - so any help is appreciated. Would love to be able to keep eyes 

on little ones more easily.  Back part is hard to visualize. 
11. More rock climbing equipment. Lose the purple hills. 
12. Everything.. it’s all outdated. I would like to see pull up bars, dip bars, box jumps and 

obsticals for the whole family. A interactive play area that will challenge the kids and 
make the parents want to play and disconnect from their electronic devices.  It really 
needs a mega upgrade. 

13. I feel like there are too many places for my children to hide from me 
14. Resurface mountains and “grass”. More spinning equipment for older kids. 
15. Graduated level of difficulty features. No unsafe drop offs (over wall). More 

structures. 
16. More shade! With summers getting hotter we often look for a playground that has 

shade. 
17. Shade. It’s so hot in the summer no one can play on the equipment after 10am. 
18. More swings, definitely!  
19. It definitely needs repairs and updating. New equipment would be great as well. 
20. Equipment needs to be updated 
21. Misters that work, that weird plastic set up to the left is unusable, wheelchair access 

and swings, zip line like feature, more slides, more swings, they are often all used, short 
monkey bars, rock wall for climbing, huts/forts that don’t obstruct vies of the mountains. 
Musical instruments that are part of the landscape that work. Ask the Children’s museum 
of Denver for ideas! The traditional play space has to go odd and unusable. 

22. More swings - add bike path area - larger playground and more variety for 2 and under - 
more shade - more slides 

23. The floor covering is falling apart; a few more climbing structures perhaps 
24. More challenging and engaging features (think Paco Sanchez park in Denver--that place 

is phenomenal!) 
25. With a large number of families in Stapleton with children of all ages with special needs, 

it would be nice to have some accommodations for them. The modern looking play area 
is not accessible at all. 

26. Shade!!! 
27. It’s too open - hard to see kids and hard to keep them in designated safe play 

areas. 
28. Add tall slides. 
29. More nature features 
30. If possible, it would be great to have better sight lines throughout the park. If you have 

more than one kid, it is hard to keep eyes on them both if they are on different sides of 
the playground. 

31. Needs shade, needs more baby swings (there is only one baby swing) 
32. Replace the rubber matting 
33. More slides and climbing 
34. More shade! More water features. 
35. Making the splash area to the west on more consistently, more slides/jungle gyms and 

more swings. 
36. I never had a problem with it...it just needs to be maintained better. 
37. It is too well loved.  Needs a refresh. 
38. More pockets of little kid activities near the big kid structures 
39. New equipment and re padded “mountains”. 
40. The heat that is absorbed by the purple structures 
41. More swings! More elements geared toward the 4-6 year old crowd, seems the smaller 

area is too young or has too many small toddlers to play how they want and the bigger 
elements, near the purple mounds, are still too challenging. 

42. Equipment for older kids and more traditional equipment. Big slide, swings, 
climbing. 

43. Surfacing is worn, NO SMOKING! 
44. Half the play sucks. The kids can’t play on it even when they want to. These random 

plastic structures that can’t be climbed on? Worst equipment ever. The wall on the north 

side is a horrific fall waiting to happen. The walls on the south side...also a horrible fall 
risk. The mountains aren’t really functional for play either. The whole thing is just horribly 
designed. 

45. The upkeep is not great, which is evident on the picture below of the mounds.  I wish 
the water didn’t smell.  I also wish there were some fountains that didn’t spray as high or 
were more gentle, for those tentative.  I wish there was more shade.  I think most parks 
in the Stapleton area lack shade elements.  I love trees, but the shade can come from 
overhangs and those shade sails, etc.  I wish there were more places to sit (not everyone 
wants to sit on the ground and not everyone wants to sit more than 15ft away from 
where their kids are playing).  I want to be near my kids, but I also want some level of 
comfort.  If I’m not comfortable, I’m not going to bring my kids there. 

46. More shade, better maintenance of play equipment, water fountain. 
47. I would do more with the central “river” open play area to make it more enticing. There 

is a lot of open space adjacent to the playground, so open space in the playground area 
feels wasted. 

48. Fix the equipment, add slides 
49. The ground cover needs to be updated, as it is torn and worn out. Some new elements 

like a zip line for older kids would be great. Taller and more adventurous climbing 
features would be wonderful. We love the modern designs and challenging play areas of 
Paco Sanchez park as well as the playground at the new outlets in Thornton. 

50. More flexible seating for caregivers and/or picnic lunches. 
51. More monkey bars, climbing 
52. I would love to see more climbing gear (similar to the newer parks in Conservatory 

Green) that can be utilized by multiple kids at a time. Some of the lateral climbing 
features are really designed for one child at a time. 

53. I’ve never seen the misters work. I didn’t even know they were misters until I looked at 
the pictures below. 

54. It needs to be cleaned more often.  Trash is a deterrent.  Also because it is big, its hard 
for me to keep track of my 3 kids 

55. A natural landscape as opposed to plastic structures like was built at Wash park 
56. Even more unique 
57. a few more features for toddlers; more toddler swings 
58. It’s a little run down, needs some work 
59. More sheltered space, shade, seats, wind breaks 
60. More swings & slides 
61. Needs a face lift, surface material looks worn 
62. No grassy areas. Water feature sprays sometimes even on cold days, tunnel under 

bridges is gross, western perimeter of play ground is not secure and kids can “easily”, 
also the Rock slide area is easy for small children to wander into and off and down the 
hill. This is the only natural element and is really unsafe and doesn’t allow children any 
independence in exploring nature. The mounds are fun but take up most of the area and 
really aren’t used much at all. The swings are unsafe because you slide off them. Overall 
it all seems more for older children but it is mostly small children that use it. People love 
to get together at this park but the equipment and features seem to have little to do 
with that. 

63. Clean it up. Add more natural play 
64. More water feature 
65. Places to lock bikes.” 
66. Needs more options for babies 
67. More natural materials - more wood, less rubber and plastic. 
68. More shade trees or areas as the equipment gets hot quickly with the sun. How about 

metal equipment that stays cool as the bleachers at ball parks. More slides 
69. Old. Some of the features are hard to use even with older kids 
70. The circular merry go around mats safety surface creates trip hazards 
71. Nothing it has a good age variety 
72. Schedule of fountains is not consistent 
73. More shade! 
74. Improve the surface, which is crumbling in areas, and have more shade for the summer, 

especially by the swings up top. 
75. More picnic areas 
76. New equipment. Water features. 
77. Difficult to bring multiple kids because of the distances among the different play areas. 

The slope behind the big slide that leads to the parking lot of very worrisome for young 
children to accidentally fall/wander off. 

78. It is so hard taking 2 kids here because you cannot see the full playground at one time 
and it’s hard to keep your eyes on both. Also I hate that the parking lot is so easy to run 
into or have a kid escape into due to proximity and visibility. 

79. I Needs to have better bathrooms, maybe an open play structure similar to wash park, 
an open playground so kids can be seen, bigger and different sections, a section with 
more water feature or splash park, police cameras for security, sun blockers, etc. 

80. More whimsical play structures and forts 
81. The hills look terrible and need to be repaired or changed to another structure. Other 

equipment not as easy to play on. 
82. More shade - please!!! 
83. Update surface. More bike racks for locking bikes 
84. Spinning merry go round type thing - surprised more people don’t get hurt. Misters are 

pointless - rarely on or working, even in summer. 
85. Didn’t know that the “misters” misted...  Never seen this function. 
86. Equipment, especially surface areas, are run down. 
87. More baby swings please 
88. More swings, especially baby swings. Babies love to swing and it’s so much easier for 

parents of multiple children to have a place to put the baby! I’d love for it to be more 
stroller friendly, have more shades, and a bigger play structure for little ones. The 
musical feature would be great if it worked. Also more and bigger slides!! 

89. Should have more options for kids less than 2 years old and shades for families 
90. More swings and a big sandbox and more shade 
91. More for the kids to climb. Monkey bars. Shade for the summer. Shade for the kids and 

the parents. 
92. Update and/or restore 
93. Update 
94. Put a sun shade over a structure or two.  
95. More swings, something to play the musical instruments with 
96. Trees need Lots of attention & replacement. Weed control (especially milkweed) Tall 

grass cutting, Bocce Ball courts are in Very POOR condition, replace rubber areas 
97. Material purple mountains are made out of 
98. More options for smaller kids! 
99. More swings. More natural looking items like the rock slide built into the hill. 
100. Add more natural (wood, ropes, rocks) climbing structures, and bike track. 
101. Bigger slide. More climbing. More water 
102. Shade needed 
103. Add fencing and cameras to make it more secure 
104. A bigger play structure with a larger slide, pull weeds, make sure toys work, update the 

flooring so it does not have holes... 
105. Just basic repairs and get rid of mulch/bark/sand and replace with something that isn’t 

messy and not something to worry about a eating 
106. I would love to see basketball courts included in the redesign for some of the older 

kids. 
107. The “modern” structure for bigger kids is almost too modern/weird to play on (I believe 

this is called the Traditional Play Equipment but it’s really not that traditional. Where 
are regular monkey bars?). The purple mountains have really not held up well to the 
elements. My kids really like the large boulders/slide at the top. 

108. It can be hard to keep track of kids 
109. More swings and a large rock climbing wall. 
110. The broken and old stuff 
111. Over the years, the park has gotten really worn down so this should be fixed. Also, 

the sprinklers up at the playground rarely if ever worked... and the ones down by the 
pavilion always seem to be broken! 

112. Bigger and more maintainable. Seems like the turf is nearly always in need of repair. 
113. More shade, more climbing rocks.  Climbing wall would be awesome.  
114. The entire playground. The design is too complex and needs to integrate more for a 

variety of age groups 
115. The dangerous cliff on the backside of one set of rocks on the hill. 
116. MAKE THE PLAYGROUND NONSMOKING and clean up the old elements. 
117. Just needs a refresh! 
118. Equipment 
119. Play area for older kids. 
120. More swings and slides, do something to make it less attractive to teens riding BMX 

bikes on it. 
121. Repair spinners and water feature. Add climbing structures and zip line 
122. Add more ninja type apparatus 
123. More shaded areas 
124. Don’t like the bridge, the big climbing rock or the spinner 
125. Its falling apart 
126. Single entry/exit point so  a parent can monitor kids if they get out-of-sight. 
127. One vantage point where you can stand and monitor your child as they run around 

without having to follow them through the playground. 
128. More, and interesting, slides. 
129. Easier and fun climbing structures. 
130. Eliminate the water spray/mist feature; it generally seemed broken most of the time. 
131. Have closer bathrooms for the kids. Hard to leave one child to take another to the 

bathroom. 
132. Have a better cleaning, safety and security monitoring system. There would be used 

condoms thrown on the ground (and in places kids crawl, like under the bridge) at the 
Central Park playground. Also people smoking marijuana. 
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Survey Monkey: CENTRAL 



133. More sun cover. 
134. Places to park bikes. 
135. Equipment broke frequently (spinners, rotating circle thing, misters) 
136. Musical element was interesting but rarely used, mostly used for climbing and jumping 

from dome to some. 
137. More jumping features. 
138. Some zip line features. 
139. Things to construct and build. 
140. Use more hardy equipment and materials; the mounds have peeled and been discolored 

for years 
141. Better maintenance 
142. Equipment is damaged, needs more trash cans. 
143. It has never fully functioned since we lived here so I would recommend a design that 

doesn’t break down so much. 
144. More shade, something that doesn’t attract older kids to use it as a bike course, more 

climbing structures, slides, more swings. 
145. The toddler playground needs more safety measures such as rails and a slide thats not 

scorching hot. 
146. The visibility is terrible for seeing the children, since it is so large. While the hills are fun I 

think sight lines are something to be seriously considered. 
147. Unable to watch multiple kids as sight lines aren’t great. 
148. Needs to be maintained and remodeled knowing this is a high traffic playground.  and 

it’s not just used by the neighborhood, but i’ve seen buses of kids come to use the 
playground.  i love that it’s a destination playground for kids, but it either needs to have 
regular maintenance scheduled or built with materials that can withstand the heavy 
use. 

149. Needs serious face lift and many areas are torn and at least appear unsafe 
150. I would take out all the rubber surfaces and fake grass and make it a more natural 

playground that will last. 
151. Resurface purple hills & turf. Also sometimes difficult to take stroller up to top (by the 

swings). More benches near swings or climbing equipment. Climbing feature is cool but 
a bit dangerous of a drop off on the backside for 2-3 year olds. 

152. Everything is for kids.  How about putting in circuit stations for adults who run in the 
park? 

153. Turf improvements 
154. Remove spinner 
155. I’d like it to be more natural and organic rather than full of purchased items. 
156. Update it 
157. More shade and more “baby friendly” space... and please do a better bike rack. The 

“Wave” rack is terrible to lock to. 
158. The purple hills deteriorated quickly 
159. The water feature needs to work... Be turned on! 
160. Get rid of all wood chips. 
161. I don’t love the layout, terrible sight lines. It was impossible to have an older child 

playing on the rock slide and my younger child at the little kid structure keep an eye on 
both. 

162. Add more water & rock hiding/climbing features, upkeep of current playground 
features, turn misters on. 

163. Update it. More swings, slides, monkey bars 
164. The mounds are past their prime 
165. It is very run down. We don’t go anymore because it is falling apart. It is also hard to 

watch multiple children at the same time. I can never see them and spend a lot of time 
running around looking for them. The fountains never seem to work correctly and there 
are numerous posts on the Stapleton neighborhood pages about when they are on or 
off or broken. The purple hills are strange. Grassy hills are fun but the rubber always 
causes knee burns. 

166. The soft surfaces seem to not hold up to heavy wear 
167. The rubber space in the middle seems under-utilized 
168. The ground covering and some of the play elements are in need of replacement 
169. Also wish it had more shade” 
170. More swings and traditional slides would be nice.  My kids used to love the self-

propelled spinning structures that were taken down a few years ago. 
171. I would like to see more outdoor workout area for adults. 
172. Needs more shade 
173. Needs re-landscaping to include more nature 
174. Climbing for older kids, see saws 
175. The deterioration of the playground.  Some of the equipment needs to be 

replaced 
176. More swings, larger and more complex (for older kids) play structures. 
177. It’s pretty run down, I’d love to see it redone. Kid always use the purple mountains to 

ride skateboards and scooters, even though they’re not supposed to (I don’t let my kids 
do it), so I’d vote to keep those elements, make the surface more resistant to tire wear, 

and have a dedicated place for kids to ride their wheels on something like that. The 
actual skate park is pretty far away, and intimidating to kids who aren’t serious about 
that kind of skating. 

178. DON’T PLOW THE TRAIL AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SLEDDING HILL 
179. I would incorporate stuff for older kids - ninja warrior type stuff.  
180. Better play area 
181. More swings and slides 
182. The play equipment isn’t practical. 
183. I don’t like that I can’t see the entire playground from one place.  I don’t like not being 

able to see my children when they play.  This is the main reason we don’t frequent this 
park. 

184. Everything is falling apart  It needs a full redo 
185. More innovative play equipment and structures -- we LOVE the Paco Sanchez park in 

west Denver and would like to see something like that here. Would also love a bigger 
splash pad. 

186. NEEDS MORE SHADE!!!!!! 
187. The park needs to be cleaned more often. There is trash in the sandbox and on the 

equipment. Also a better more contained area for smaller under4 kids. The mounds and 
grounds also need to be resurfaced. 

188. The hills are steep and feel kind of dangerous 
189. More shade 
190. Shade for the swings. 
191. Needs a climbing wall 
192. You have to follow smaller kids around at this park because your line of site is blocked.  

However, this likely makes it fun for the kids--with all the places to hide.  
193. It doesn’t seem like there is a safe way to walk over there when cars are going 50MPH 

on both Central Park Blvd and MLK Blvd. We tend to drive to avoid crossing the 
“highways” that divide Stapleton. 

194. Add a gate 
195. Some of the “traditional” play equipment does not seem that traditional and I’m not 

exactly how it should be used. 
196. The materials used are terrible! It looks so messy and awful. 
197. The traditional play equipment isn’t very age friendly, and hard to play on. 
198. I would like to see more traditional play equipment (slides, ladders, etc.) over the 

European-inspired climbing stuff. 
199. We love the mounds but they are deteriorating! A bit more shade would be nice too, 

especially between the playground and the splash pad. 
200. Resurface playground equipment, more swings, more intermediate climbing surfaces for 

pre-school age. 
201. The wear and tear has been unacceptable.  More climbing and more slides. 
202. Cleanliness and enforcement of the rules. People come to use the playground but then 

don’t pick up after themselves. It would be nice to have climbing structures for older 
children as well 

203. Upgrade it please. It looks run down. 
204. The misters are often broken 
205. Needs updating, a lot of equipment is broken. 
206. Resurface the soft ground (the purple and blue). The music feature doesn’t work well as 

there are no drumsticks to use to play it 
207. The purple mountains are falling apart, and I don’t care for the spinning cups. Overall 

though, I don’t feel like there is inspired play beyond the purple mountains. 
208. Add shade structures, add more climbing structures, slides 
209. Purple mounds, too many of them & they are very steep for little kids. Vary heights 
210. Unsure 
211. Add trees or shade. It is just so hot there for most of the year, slides are too hot to slide 

on which is very frustrating to a toddler. Cool music installation doesn’t have a way to 
play it, etc. but shade is #1. 

212. Just renew the play equipment since it has seen better days. 
213. Mountain are fun but hey are definitely worn. 
214. The surfaces (as you know) are in terrible shape. And several things have been taken out 

over the years. 
215. Add more traditional playground equipment for older kids. 
216. Higher quality playground equipment, similar to wash park 
217. We would change most of the climbing equipment as most of it is not used and isn’t too 

little-kid friendly. Would add more slides. And more shade structures, especially over the 
little kid sandbox section. Would make the sandbox area a deliberate sandbox! 

218. More climbing features (wall, large spiderweb/pyramid, more slides, more swings. Slides 
that slide. 

219. More shade 
220. More swings 
221. Almost everything.  I don’t think I’ve ever seen the misters working, the climbing rock is 

not suitable for young children, the mounds in their current state are hazardous and the 
traditional play equipment again is not suitable for young children.  

222. Trees and shade and green grass 
223. New and Updated play elements - equipment old and used; more shade trees and 

benches near fountains 
224. It’s falling apart and not well cared for. The bathrooms are often disgusting. 
225. Maybe add a bigger slide, maybe a four square court, Gaga ball court would be a 

hit!!! 
226. The rubber surface 
227. Very run down, dirty. 
228. Steps to the top of the hill where the slide is located. Sometimes it’s hard to get to the 

top. 
229. I know the trees are very immature, but the park is in sore need of large trees. Also, I 

might find other ways to provide some shade in the meantime. There are obstacles at 
the bottom of the sledding hill that are dangerous. There is a vandalism problem at the 
park. People park on the sidewalk when they use the picnic pavilion and need to be 
cited. There are no paths specifically for bicycles, and so fast-moving bikes dangerously 
mix in with pedestrians. More fountains and water features would be nice. 

230. Tower type climbing fort/jungle gym.  We had at our park at former home (brooks 
school park, fishers, Indiana) 

231. It needs more swings, balance equipment, sensory items for older kids ie sandbox 
232. Water feature doesn’t seem to be running too often 
233. Shaded areas, more natural elements like logs to play on and around. 
234. Need more shade trees and/or shade structures. 
235. It’s in dire need of a face lift.  The water features didn’t work well the last time i visited.  

A lot of the surfaces and equipment are worn out looking. 
236. Update the playground area to incorporate far more fun structures 
237. Keep the fountain going past Labor Day since September was still very hot. 
238. I don’t like the Astroturf. I also don’t like the “traditional play equipment” -- I don’t feel 

that this gets used as much as other parts of the park. 
239. Wear an tear really evident at this point 
240. Remove the musical bars & spinners - both are rarely used or functional. Add more 

swings. Fix the purple mountains. Maybe remove blue rivers - dips cause kids to fall alot. 
Have never seen misters used. 

241. Add SHADING structures, please! 
242. Broken things, disrepair makes it seem abandoned by city 
243. Replace broken fixtures 
244. Need more shade over the play structures. The Colorado sun is NO JOKE. 
245. Move/extend it further North 
246. Fix mounds 
247. More baby swings 
248. More climbing structures 

SUMMARY What, if anything, would you change about 
Central Park playground? 

• More shade 
• Playground equipment 
• More climbing equipment 
• More swings 
• Tall slides 
• More functioning water features 
• More picnic areas 
• Dangerous wall fall heights on north and south 
• Better sight lines 
• Better maintenance of surface and equipment 
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Survey Monkey: CENTRAL 



If you selected “other”, please specify: 
1. They need something for older kids. They like the climbing area. 
2. Fountains 
3. Swings, traditional play equipment, climbing rocks 
4. Broken individual spinner 
5. Water fountain 
6. Climbing structures 
7. NA 
8. The playground near the sand pit - although the open platform at the very top is a huge 

hazard. 
9. Fountains 
10. Slides 
11. Splash pad 
12. Water feature by restrooms 
13. Slides 
14. A specific workout area for adults. 
15. Sledding hill 
16. Fountains in the open space 
17. Fountains 
18. Just riding bikes and having room to run around. 
19. The little teeter totter that 4 kids can sit on. 
20. The fountains. 

What is it they like most about these play elements? 
1. Fun with friends. 
2. Easy to figure out what to do with them 
3. My kid loves slides and water! 
4. They are fun and for all ages. 
5. Being able to explore on their own 
6. Climbing wall. Hiding around it and sliding. 
7. Different from other playgrounds 
8. They’re fun 
9. They love running and climbing on anything! 
10. Different from other playgrounds 
11. They can concur the mounds, spin safely and swings to push each other. 
12. Moving high and fast 
13. They’re not common! 
14. Challenge 
15. Elements not found at other playgrounds nearby. 
16. Spinner is fast and makes you feel like you are flying in circles 
17. Like nature 
18. The novelty - different  from other parks we visit. 
19. The misters are interactive, she gets to push big buttons and run around.  The mounds 

are fun to run up and down. The swings she just loves & I love that they are at the top of 
the hill so as a parent I get a great view 

20. Every kid loves to swing. Would be better if there was also a tire swing. 
21. They just LOVE the water features, climbing the hills, and the spinners. 
22. Climbing and swinging 

23. Climbing swinging and getting wet 
24. Swings for all ages, music features are unique, and slides are fun and different with the 

rocks! 
25. Fun 
26. You can actually play on them? The traditional equipment is terrible. 
27. The water features are especially a great asset, and it’s wonderful to cool off when it’s 

hot, especially if you don’t know how to swim or aren’t members of the pools (that costs 
money but the fountains are free).  The mounds with the river are fun because it winds 
around.  The misters are nice because they are still a water feature but more gentle. 

28. Easy for my kids to use. Close enough to other equipment they’ve played on that they 
aren’t scared. 

29. Playing on the pathway around the mounds 
30. My boys love climbing and swinging. 
31. “Different than other parks that mostly have swings and slides 
32. These all allow for multiple types of play. They can be bases for a game of tag, parts of 

a city, part of an obstacle course and more. Other elements like the musical feature, are 
more one dimensional. 

33. Unique to this park. 
34. Ability to explore and run around... 
35. Creative play in sandbox. 
36. Ability to climb” 
37. a few different elements than pocket parks in neighborhood 
38. Geared toward toddlers 
39. LOVE climbing the rock to be higher above everything. 
40. The ability to interact with kids he doesn’t know and make friends. The climbing wall 

has several different routes to get to the top, which has allowed him to grow over the 
years. 

41. My kids could swing all day long. I don’t mind the nice view. 
42. Adventure 
43. Physical 
44. Diversity 
45. Areas to run and play 
46. Physical activity. 
47. Climbing 
48. The misters they like, but want more water features. Also ability to climb some play 

structures or bigger type of play areas. 
49. Different thank pocket playgrounds.  Bigger 
50. Misters are nice when its hot outside and rock climbing is fun and adventures 
51. Different than other play grounds... 
52. The mounds and climbing rocks are unique 
53. Swings and sand are long time favorites 
54. Entertain my child the longest 
55. She likes to be able to run from feature to feature. The slide is unique and so is the 

musical feature. These aren’t anywhere else. 
56. My oldest is a climber! Middle loves swings and sand, and the baby loves to swing 

too. 
57. They like to builds in the sandbox and then get wet in the mister 
58. They accommodate kids of several aged 
59. My kids like running all over these things. 
60. Running around 
61. Free play, open space to 
62. Run around but can still climb in things “ 
63. Different from other parks. 
64. Misters are great for hot weather 
65. Timeless 
66. They get to run freely and play.  My daughter also loves that she can climb many 

different areas and pretend play while climbing.  
67. Running up and down the mounds 
68. They like having a variety of choices (swings, climbing the rocks, etc) 
69. Climbing 
70. Rocks are different as well as mounds. Great view on swings! 
71. They like that they are unique and different than other playgrounds. 
72. Climbing rocks 
73. These are most accessible to her as a toddler. 
74. All ages can use them 
75. Really they like everything at the playground. I think much of central park’s playground 

appeal is that there are so many options for play for so many ages. 
76. Climbing and swinging 
77. My son loves to run  around 
78. The mounds and climbing rocks are unique to parks in our walkable vicinity. 
79. Free climbing, space for many kids to play together. 
80. They like to climb 

81. Age appropriate 
82. The ‘traditional play equipment’ isn’t so traditional; they’re hard to climb and the slide 

isn’t really a slide. Hard for more than one kid to be on it at a time. 
83. Uniqueness 
84. Climbing! 
85. Spinner is not found many places 
86. Exploring running and climbing 
87. The variety, but also that they are different from traditional playgrounds. I think that the 

traditional play equipment is hardly ever used and I’m there observing all the time 
88. Chasing each other on the hills 
89. the unique configurations of the traditional play area.  the misters and the climbing rock 

because it’s unique to central park. 
90. Running up and down mounds and swings where they can see forever 
91. Fun 
92. Ease of use. She is still to small for the traditional play equipment by mountains, but 

enjoys the equipment by sand area 
93. They are liberating 
94. Mounds are great for running and chasing 
95. They can climb 
96. They aren’t found in other nearby parks. 
97. I think they allow for creative play. 
98. Purple mounds- run and jump on. Climbing rocks hiding, slide. Water feature- running 

through 
99. They are fun 
100. Not sure 
101. It’s nice to have two infant swings. We have twins and they like to swing together. It is 

nice that the swings are at the edge of the park to keep kids from crossing the path of 
people swinging. 

102. They are fun and the rock climbing structure has a verity of difficulties. 
103. Easy to play with, can do solo and without adult assistance 
104. My little boys LOVE the sand pit, my older daughter loves the swings and climbing 

rocks.  They all love the water features when they’re on 
105. The look 
106. Mounds are unique and allow for pretend play 
107. Fun 
108. They love swings, spinner is unusual and they love to climb. 
109. Climbing on the rocks and getting up high; playing tag/king of the mountain on 

mounds; swinging generally 
110. They like being really active, running and playing. 
111. Sledding 
112. Physically challenging 
113. They are versatile and kids of all ages can enjoy them 
114. They are the go-to elements at every playground we find. 
115. They are unique and not found at other parks. Also the swings are nice and have 

wonderful views 
116. The misters are fun and refreshing. The mounds are challenging. 
117. Good for younger ages 
118. Monkey bars and climbing structures are always great.  Love the big slide and the soft 

ground 
119. My daughter loves climbing the mounds and running through the river that runs along it. 

Creative play and physical play. 
120. Climbing and swinging seem to be the things they enjoy most. 
121. Older and younger kids can use them 
122. Climbing 
123. The mounds and the “trail” between them. He loves running between them. 
124. Climbing and playing 
125. Running, climbing, and swinging. 
126. Climbing and exploring 
127. Climbing 
128. That they’re not found at other playgrounds 
129. Mounds are great for open ended play.  
130. Mounds—feeling like they climb high in the air 
131. My kids play like monkeys on the traditional play equipment as it fits their age best. 

They are more physical now. 
132. They like to climb and spin and then be cooled off. I wish there was more water play/ 

sprays etc and more shade. 
133. The movement 
134. Our bigger kids enjoy climbing on the rocks and traditional equipment.  All of our kids 

like the swings. 
135. Climbing rocks are unique and interesting. Swings are classic fun. I’m not really sure why 

they like the spinner but they do... 
136. The ability to run loose and be imaginative over the hills, the cause and effect of turning 
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Survey Monkey: CENTRAL 



on the misters. And swings are just great- I love that there are bucket swings because 
sometimes as a parent I just want to relax and not worry about her holding on. 

137. They love to climb. 
138. Challenge of the climbing equipment 
139. Variety 
140. They can control their own activity. 
141. They like to play on the rocks and swing on the swings. 
142. They love to climb, push the buttons for the misters, and play in the sand (could  play in 

the sand all day!) 
143. The mounds are unique and were great when the kids were young to climb 
144. We don’t have swings at our playground. The Rock slide is fun to climb up. 
145. Climbing of all kinds 
146. Fun to climb 
147. Running off energy! Playing chase, imaginative play. 
148. Musical elements are nice, misters too. 
149. They’re different from elements found at most parks. They’re interesting and fun. 
150. See above 
151. Able to play pretend 
152. Spinning 
153. She likes the size - she’s only 2. And the slide is familiar, so she likes climbing up and 

going down with others. 
154. Best things available. The “traditional” fixtures are odd and hard to figure out.  Seem 

more artistic than functional. 
155. They love running up to the top of the mounds and when they were toddlers, these 

mounds were great for building walking coordination 
156. Very different than what you find at other parks. They are interactive. 
157. My kids use their imagination when they play on them. 
158. Just fun for kids—unique. 
159. Most familiar with usage 
160. There’s a variety of muscle groups my kid can exercise, and some room for 

creativity 
161. Keeps them busy and entertained 
162. Climbing and slides 
163. Misters are unique and nice in the summer 

Comments: 
1. We’re too young for this still 
2. My child loves parkour. It challenges the young and old alike. He takes classes once a 

week at a gym. But he mostly likes to be outside and play. Having a outside gym/play 
area would be amazing for all Stapleton residents and guests. A great starting place is 
the new Denver Premium outlets outside play area. I’m thinking along those lines but 
better! Again a great starting point! 

3. Love the mounds. We call it Purple Mountain Majesty Park for that reason! 
4. Love the sandpit for the younger crowd. 
5. Scooter! 
6. We played soccer there 
7. We do not own roller skates/skateboard. 
8. It’s a shame you don’t have a n/a option - my kids are too young for rollerskating and 

skateboarding.  They are just learning to ride bikes, so we ride in our neighborhood 
instead of driving our bikes to the park and then riding there. 

9. Scooters 
10. Child is too young 
11. Frisbee and scooter (which I marked as bike) 
12. We love the new playground at Washington park. Also it would be great to have a 

playground area closer to the Central Park rec center. More shaded areas would be 
great. Many of us drive to the park in park hill on 23rd st and dexter because it is so 
much easier to watch smaller children and has much more shade. 

13. Add more 
14. These activities are not allowed in the playground 
15. Our son is only 2, not riding bikes yet 
16. Stapleton in general is in need of some sort of bike park for kids and adults.  
17. She rides her bike and plays sports on the fields but not in the playground area. 
18. We do these things at the park, not at the playground.  
19. Would love a bike park!! 
20. My kids are 2 and younger 
21. The masters have never worked properly 
22. We don’t frequent the park anymore, but we used to go ride bikes, skateboard, or kick a 

ball around. 
23. Soccer 
24. The park is too far for us to walk or bike to do we don’t bring other modes of 

transportation with us. 
25. Our kids play soccer at Central Park 
26. Soccer in the fields 
27. Shade please 
28. Frisbee/football on grassy areas 
29. She is only 2. 
30. My kid is only 2; too young right now for rollerskating; etc. 

If you selected “other” please specify: 
1. Water play 
2. More pull up and exercise related play. 
3. Swing, climb, slide 
4. Splash! 
5. Okay with a water feature toy or exhibit 
6. Water, splash pads 
7. Natural, organic options that don’t have single purposes. 
8. Pull-ups and push-ups. 
9. Sled 
10. Gaga ball 
11. Mostly biking, walking, flying a kite, or getting a cold drink at the clubhouse 

What makes a great playground for kids? 
1. Variety. 
2. Variety of options 
3. Accessibility for kids with special needs or physical challenges 
4. Diverse areas, creative play/structures, 
5. Accessibility and not being too crowded, lots of different things to try for all ages 
6. Equipment that can be used in a variety of different ways, for different ages 
7. Something for all ages 
8. Element that suit the youngest and challenge  oldest 
9. Opportunity for creative play (and swinging) 
10. New equipment that we don’t see everywhere else. 
11. Soft ground if they fall. A place where adults can play too as families. 
12. Lots of options 
13. Lots of diverse activities 
14. Fun equipment, big layout, soft surfaces 
15. Water elements (in nice weather), variety of activities.  Biggest factor in how long they 

stay and play is whether they find a friend to play with! 
16. One that has something for many different ages and can grown with them. Saf, clean 

and open so easy to watch kids. 
17. Safe equipment 
18. Enough equipment for everyone.  Places to sit and have a picnic, variety of activities for 

all ages. 
19. The variety and the ability to use it at most ages 
20. Variety of physical options, open space for running. 
21. Physically challenging, visually appealing 
22. Zachary’s Playground is a truly inclusive playground that is accessible to everyone, from 

the highest slide to the lowest play panel. There are swings for every age and ability, a 

SUMMARY What is it they like most about these play 
elements? 

• Climbing 
• Ability to run around 
• Spinning 

Climbing 

Sensory Play 

Dig Run/roll Bike/scoot 

Jump/Bounce Spin 

Swing Slide 
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splash pad for fun in the water, braille activity boards, and a climbing net with custom 
seats. The music section of the playground provides audible stimulation and encourages 
creativity while the castle and boat themed play areas encourage imaginative play and 
pretending. 

23. Options for various ages. Shade. 
24. Being able to play on the edge of adventure and safety! 
25. Taking a little bit of risk 
26. Nature 
27. Variety of equipment and play spaces for young and older kids. Safety of equipment. 

Opportunity for gross and fine motor play. Shade in the summertime. 
28. Spaces to explore, shade, water, climbing equipment that you can actually climb is 

great, some of the older kid climbing area none of us can figure out how to use! 
29. Interactive play 
30. Enough to keep them engaged and allow them to use their imagination. 
31. Fun equipment that encourages them to use imagination, physicality, and puts them 

in motion (swings, slides, spinners, climbing). Elements that allow them to build and 
imagine. Elements that promote exploring and nature. Shade, bathrooms, and seating 
are also very important. 

32. Varied equipment for different ages and levels.  And lots of shade for the summer. 
33. Variety and interaction 
34. Variety and enough equipment to not have to wait very long to use it 
35. Diverse play structures that allow for exploration and encourage role playing and 

adventure 
36. Lots of different things to do 
37. Space to run.  Other kids playing there.  Water 
38. Easy visibility to other kids and parents, variety of FUN equipment, and SAFETY 
39. Open ended play elements! Incorporation of the natural world. 
40. One that keeps them active 
41. Fun and safe, things that they can’t do at home/alley 
42. Novelty in themes that allow for both active and creative play (castles, rockets, etc) 
43. Accessibility and a wide range of options.  I wish there was more inclusive and nature 

play options.  We have two special needs kids, and there’s so much they miss out on 
because they can’t access the equipment, it’s beyond their skill level or it’s not intuitive 
on how to use the equipment (there’s some pieces that I can’t even figure out what to 
do or how to get on, etc). 

44. Choices 
45. Lots of equipment that is somewhat similar to other playgrounds but has unique 

elements. 
46. Interactive for multiple friends 
47. Bright colors, modern design. Areas for young kids as well as areas for older kids. 

Elements that will challenge kids to explore and discover, push them outside of their 
comfort zone in a safe environment. 

48. A combination of traditional and creative equipment that provides a sense of freedom 
for kids.  Room to run and be loud! 

49. Lots of different activities for various ages 
50. Lots of exploration and variety. Elements that can be different things from visit to visit 

(an obstacle course, a house, climbing feature, etc) 
51. Shaded areas, lots of variety, equipment they may not find in other parks, water 

play 
52. Ability to explore using gross and fine motor skills 
53. Accessible for all & Adventure 
54. Lots of options, room to play ability to share features 
55. Go bigger, higher, further than you think you could be allowed to be out of sight of 

parents, it’s just more fun for kids that way 
56. Variety and options 
57. Group play equipment to facilitate interacting with other kids 
58. Safe, fun, new, interesting, multiple options 
59. Allows for adventure and imaginary play. Risk taking but safe. Interaction with natural 

elements. 
60. Lots of options, large enough to have space to play 
61. Diversity, unconventional plays 
62. Allow them to role play with natural/real life elements, rather than fake stuff 
63. Designated area  supervising 
64. Safe area for kids to run, climb, explore without their parents needing to hover over 

them. 
65. Many different types of play structures or areas 
66. Space. 
67. Accessible, safe without needing caretaker intervention (unguarded high platforms, 

swings near other play equipment), and fun for multiple ages. 
68. Tall slides. Lots of climbing structures. 
69. Age appropriate activities 
70. Number one safety, there’s always a lot of kids and adults scaring others off, definitely 

need some police presence or deterrents in Central Park. A combination of available 
Park areas and exhibits, maybe a safer and more visible playground including areas with 
boundaries. 

71. Whimsical, magical.  Things for different ages and to challenge them. Multiple senses 
engaged 

72. Variety 
73. Space to run and explore and try new things 
74. Safe.. Easy to access... 
75. Large structures to climb and explore. Areas to run around and just be a kid at. 
76. Variety of items for multiple ages. Unique activities not found at other nearby 

playgrounds. 
77. Interesting/unique equipment that encourages physical activity and self-directed 

play 
78. Part of it is the features but part of it is how easily the kiddo can run between them. I 

like the ground cover at Central Park. It’s not mulch, mulch is always getting into little 
shoes and slowing them down. It’s also about having the right balance so mixed ages 
can play appropriately together. 

79. Lots of options to get those wiggles out! Beautiful colors! Things they can’t do anywhere 
else. 

80. VarJett of plays 
81. Free play and they can use imagination with the equipment to come up with new worlds 

to play in 
82. Lots to explore, opportunity to actively play 
83. Engaging 
84. One that has stuff for all ages that has new different things to do and explore. 
85. Variety of equipment 
86. Shade and more traditional structures - stairs, monkey bars, slides, tunnels. 
87. Well kept equipment, shade 
88. Climbing space, running space 
89. Different kinds of swings and multiple activities. 
90. Thrills 
91. Climbing 
92. The play area should be completely closed off so that children have no way of escaping 

without a parent seeing! Only 1-2 entrances/exits with benches inside and outside the 
play area. Areas inside and outside should be shaded for parents to sit and watch the 
children and for the children to play inside the play area. 

93. Many different options and space to run 
94. A lot of different climbing elements mixed within the play area.  There is an amazing 

playground near Mile High stadium off Federal that has all of these elements.  My 
daughter can play there for hours.  We are lucky if she plays 15 minutes at Central 
Park.  

95. Monkey bars, something to climb, being able to reach things and not having the 
structure be adult-sized 

96. Jumping and climbing 
97. Lots of different activities! 
98. Lots of different items to try out that are appropriate for their age. 
99. Interesting features that allow them to free-play.  Features that are integrated with 

nature 
100. Lots of various activities for all ages, and plenty of capacity - i.e. don’t have to wait for 

swings. 
101. Variety, shade and water to play in 
102. Many different activities with many different degrees of challenge/difficulty 
103. Interesting features, height (we love the large slide at Fred Thomas), and space for a 

number of children to play at the same time. 
104. Safety, adequate space to run and explore, separate spaces for younger and older 

children 
105. Climbing and swinging.  
106. A large variety of activities, and enough capacity (not 2 swings for a playground that 

regularly hosts 50 children). 
107. Variety 
108. Play structures that allow for many kids to play at once 
109. Different elements for different ages. 
110. Safe equipment that builds confidence and creativity and develops coordination 
111. One that works for all ages and stages 
112. Somewhere to get the energy out and play games with family and friends. 
113. The ability to exercise, free play 
114. Lots of places to climb, explore, feel texture, slide 
115. Something unique that you have never seen before 
116. Places to climb, swing and dig. 
117. Clean and safe. Please put recycled bins near as well as trash bins. 
118. Easily approached equipment for all ages, so the equipment needs to be handicap 

accessible, and good for all ages where possible. 

119. Many options for all kids and all ages 
120. Seclusion. Space to run 
121. Shaded options for our Denver hot summers. Variety of ways and things to play and 

climb to be active. 
122. Open space 
123. Lots of options 
124. One that challenges them and encourages creativity. 
125. Lots a varied activities 
126. Variety of equipment serving various ages. 
127. Lots of fun climbing apparatus. Lots of options for creative play. 
128. Lots of options, imaginary play, equipment for different ages 
129. A variety of gross motor activities. They already do a lot of fine motor/sensory toy 

activities in school. They need to move! 
130. Variety 
131. Plenty of different activities, safe, not just for young kids. It’s sad when your kid is still 

young enough to want to play, but too old or too big to be allowed to. Even teenagers 
and some grownups enjoy these things, and we should encourage it! 

132. Variety of activities 
133. Safe, lots of interesting climbing structures, good for multiple ages 
134. A very physical demanding playground. 
135. Variety of activities for variety of ages.  They don’t really play with the sensory 

stuff as much as I expected but tend to prefer traditional swings / slides / climbing 
equipment 

136. Shade, interactive features 
137. Mix of things for all ages 
138. Areas for all ages 
139. Options of equipment 
140. An element of risk, lots of different equipment, open areas. 
141. Clean and safe area and equipment. Lots of area for children to interact together. Great 

places for adults to sit 
142. The hill 
143. Shade, other kids, clean environment and physically challenging equipment 
144. Lots of things to do for a variety of ages 
145. Versatility with a variety of activities for different ages 
146. It’s big. 
147. Ways for kids to challenge themselves creatively and physically 
148. Safe fun with shade and resting/eating area 
149. Lots of slides, room for lots of kids to play without running into each other, interesting 

elements 
150. Safe, options to play and shade 
151. Good sight-lines from shaded seating areas for parents/infants to the playground where 

the kids are playing. Enough swings, climbing and sliding equipment. 
152. Motivation to run and play, not sit still.  Lots of room to chase each other--the mounds 

and obstacles are motivating.  
153. Playing with things that they don’t have at home. 
154. I think having a large featured structure with several levels of slides makes a great 

playground. 
155. Safe area, shade, lots of options to run and play. 
156. Easy-to-use equipment they can have fun on 
157. Varied equipment that is shaded (plastic slides get too hot in summer).  
158. Safe, fun, climbing, sensory play 
159. Clean, well maintained 
160. Safe, clean, unique play options, potty, drinking fountain 
161. Good for all ages, place for biking 
162. Play surfaces/structures for various ages (baby through elementary age), enough swings 

for multiple kids to use at the same time, fun slides, material that doesn’t get too hot in 
the sun, and if possible shade/cover for sunny/hot days 

163. Lots of options but also a bit of magic/inspiration. I was just at the new Wash Park 
playground, and my kids loved the big wooden ship, mounds/hills to slide down and the 
bumpy trail for bikes, etc. Great job there! 

164. Lots of fun areas that kids want to play on again and again with other kids. 
165. Varied for all ages/sizes 
166. Room to run 
167. Variety of activities for different ages and interests. 
168. Extensive activities for a diverse age range of kids. Safety and good upkeep are 

important as well. 
169. Fun equipment that’s self explanatory to use, ability to run off but still be safe, comfort 

(i.e. features not burning up for the majority of the day), and unexpected thought sparks 
that give some room to be creative. My kid loves the binoculars Ana megaphone on one 
of the playscapes in aviator and pretending she’s Using them. 

170. A variety of options. 
171. Variety 
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What makes a great playground for parents and caregivers? 
1. Safe and well maintained. 
2. Good lines of view to see multiple kids all over the place 
3. A place to supervise kids without hovering 
4. Visibility while kids play 
5. Places to sit and also to interact while being close but not too close 
6. Shade! 
7. A place you can see them all over 
8. Being able to see everything 
9. The ability to see the kids from all areas of the playground. 
10. See above. 
11. Benches 
12. Shaded, benches to sit, keeps kids entertained 

13. Easy to keep visual contact on the children. 
14. Comfortable seating, good visibility across the whole area. 
15. One where kids can play independently safely and burn off lots of energy. 
16. Shared areas to sit 
17. Having something that entertains all the kids.  
18. Visibility of children from all areas to the entire playground, benches, shaded areas 
19. Shade - bathrooms - picnic area - water fountains - designated area for smaller kids - 

ability to keep eye on multiple kids (features in close proximity and no large structures 
blocking views when and if possible) 

20. Lots of seating 
21. Visibility, so you can sit and watch vs have to track them all over, access to 

restrooms. 
22. Safe, designated areas for younger and older kids, activities to do with your kids, shade, 

picnic tables 
23. One that is accessible so ALL children can play! INCLUSION 
24. Shade 
25. Safety and shade 
26. Benches or rest surface. Anything that makes the kids challenged 
27. Visibility 
28. Good visibility, shade, places to sit and watch, quality equipment that is taken care of/ 

not broken, equipment that allows us to join in and play too 
29. Safe equipment/spaces, shade, water fountains, views 
30. Visibility between play areas 
31. Equipment large enough that parents can engage with our kids without getting injured 

bc of our size. 
32. Shade (!), seating, bathrooms, good sight lines and access to help smaller kids on 

equipment. Equipment that does not get kids terribly dirty.  Ease of access for families 
by walking, biking, or by car. Picnic facilities are appreciated too. Plentiful garbage cans, 
and safe play equipment and areas. 

33. Shade and benches. Also equipment that the kids do not need adult help or a lot of 
supervision with.  So they can free-play and take risks by themselves. 

34. Variety and cleanliness 
35. Places to sit 
36. Visibility and variety 
37. Places to sit with good vantage points of the structures and sunshades 
38. Easy visibility 
39. Benches, great visibility to all areas of the playground (to keep watch on kids of all ages 

and with different interests) and shade!! 
40. Shade! Places to stand where you can see many different parts of the playground at 

once for multi-age or interest siblings. Easy ways to engage in play with your child. 
41. Same 
42. Safe 
43. Line of sight. I have three kids. I need to be able to see them. This was a HUGE struggle 

at this CP playground when my kiddos were younger 
44. Shade!!!  Various and nearby seating options.  Nearby and various restroom options 

(mens / womens but also family restrooms).  Places or staff to get help.  Variety of 
options for the kids.  Inclusive play. 

45. Easy to keep an eye on the child, shade. 
46. Comfortable place to sit and chat while kids play. Limited entrance and exit to 

playground to help keep kids contained. 
47. Safety, visibility and SHADE 
48. Tables, chairs, benches and SHADE. Shade structures at Central Park need to be 

increased; the table awnings are great but too limited. The larger shade structure is too 
far away from much of the playground. I want elements that my kids can play on and 
climb by themselves, but also more challenging ones where I can help them build their 
confidence. 

49. A place to sit, as well as a little bit of parent-sized equipment so we can play too 
(especially swings!) 

50. Safe, clean, shady places to sit 
51. One with easy visibility from anywhere in the park. One that allows for independent play 

without constant adult supervision. One with variety. 
52. Shaded areas, clean, safe, 
53. Easy oversight and shade. Ability to use any time of day. Plastic equipment is too hot I. 

The summer in the heat of the day. 
54. Safety and Imaginative Play 
55. Easy visibility, cooling features, places to sit. 
56. Smart design where kids can’t get major injuries or go too far away 
57. A space to watch child play, that allows to view child while he/she moves about the 

playground without parent continually having to move, that keeps the parent out of 
sight of child so the child can concentrate on play. 

58. And not too many hiding spots that child can sneak away into. 
59. easy to watch kids, feel like they are safe, happy kids=happy parents 

60. Allows children independence and community for caregivers. Shaded and safe areas to 
picnic or share food with children. 

61. Shade, cleanliness, safety, place to sit 
62. Safety, easy access 
63. Shade 
64. No sand — keep them. Kean 
65. More traditional 
66. Safe, away from traffic, open/able to see without needing to hover over the kid 
67. Easy visualization of kids 
68. Benches, shade, water, clean bathrooms. 
69. Easy to watch multiple kids of different ages/interests. 
70. Visibility. Benches and tables. Shade. 
71. Places to sit 
72. Safe and visible areas. Open spaces where parents can also participate. Current 

playground is hard to see children, not really any bathrooms or areas to get water or 
drinks. Could use additional seating. 

73. Safety, interest if kids. 
74. Ease of keeping track 
75. Less big kids jumping off of equipment/scaring little kids... Shade... Soft ground/turf for 

less accidents with falls 
76. Areas where kids can play independently. 
77. Ability to see children even if they’re playing in multiple locations. Shade. Bathrooms 

nearby. 
78. Easy to see the whole area, limited exits/entrances to monitor 
79. A place where safety isn’t a concern and there is a diverse range of age-appropriate 

equipment 
80. Clean accessible restrooms, some shaded areas a semi enclosed/safe environment 
81. Safe! Enjoyable for all ages, but little kid attractions a bit separated from the big kid 

stuff. Options that will wear my kids out! 
82. Safety, parking spots, shades, water and food available for kids 
83. Having a safe perimeters that you can let you kids run wild in 
84. Shade for kids and shade for parents 
85. Safe 
86. One that has things for Kidd to do independent, that you can see the full playground 

from anywhere around the playground. 
87. Easy sight of kids 
88. Shade.  Coffee.  
89. Shade, enclosures (or few ingress/egress points) 
90. Top condition equipment, benches to sit and observe 
91. Can see children wherever they are in the playground 
92. Different areas to play in so park plays can last a long time. 
93. Shade 
94. Shade and visibility 
95. Kids being able to play independently without constant worry that they will fall or eat 

something they shouldn’t or do something they shouldn’t and get hurt. Parents should 
not have to stand over the kids the entire time they are at a play ground. They should be 
able to sit and have a conversation with another adult. 

96. Highly maintained equipment, a sense of safety 
97. Open view of the entire play area for safety.  Some shade, water and bathrooms.  
98. Seating, water fountains 
99. Shade and seats and rock climbing wall 
100. More shade and areas to sit! 
101. Safety and ability to see and participate in your child’s play. 
102. Shade, trees, integration with nature 
103. Ease of visibility and close access to your children while they play. Seating areas and 

shade. 
104. Seating, shade and site lines 
105. The ability to see all the structures at once to be able to watch multiple kids from one 

vantage point. 
106. Safety, non-smoking.  
107. Adequate seating, easy sight lines if it’s a large playground 
108. Fewer obstructed views 
109. An area for parents to sit/stand where they can see all parts of the playground - keeping 

an eye on kids of multiple ages/interests can be challenging. 
110. Seating 
111. Ability to see the entire playground at once 
112. Shade 
113. Being able to see kids and care for multiple ages at one time. And lots of shaded 

areas 
114. Shade, seating 
115. Safety, security, cleanliness 
116. See prior answers. 

Summary What makes a great playground for kids? 

• Variety: in types of equipment/activities 
• Variety: In areas for ages 
• Fun and safety 
• Space 
• Colors 
• Climbing 
• Swinging 
• Shade 
• Clean and well maintained 
• Good sight lines 
• Accessibility 

172. Fun and safe equipment, variety 
173. a variety of activities for different ages of kids. 
174. Variety of equipment. Challenging obstacles to climb on and jump off of. 
175. Usable equipment, variety, surprise elements, safe area 
176. Accessible to kids of all abilities, variety, not too hot! 
177. Variety, occasionally shade, access for all ages. 
178. Variety of features with shade and picnics 
179. Space 
180. Things they can interact with and play structures they understand how to use.  I don’t 

think any of the kids I see at the playgrounds in Stapleton proper play on the structures 
because they are strange and kids don’t know what to do with them.  traditional 
structures work best - what you see at schools playgrounds 

181. Climbing structures, space to run, hiding spots, water elements, enough swings 
182. Water play; imaginative play opportunities; climbing; safety elements; places to relax & 

have a snack (in the shade); cleanliness. 
183. Variety of activities 
184. Accessibility. Size of area of play. 
185. Different areas for play: free play as well as structured play. 
186. Clean, variety of play structures. Bathroom and water fountains. 
187. Safe, clean, fun play equipment, water features, trees to climb 
188. Ability for all ages to have fun, run, climb, use imaginations 
189. Shade, fun and novel elements, things to do with other kids 
190. Accessible, green space, and shade. 
191. Engaging, accessible equipment. 
192. A variety of structures that challenge kids physically and allow them to try things that 

may be scary in a somewhat safer environment (climbing, monkey bars, new slides) 
activities for different age groups; 

193. Shade and sun coverage, durable toys/equipment that is not worn out or broken. 
194. Different areas for them to play in. Shady spots during the heat. 
195. Variety of activities, lots of space 
196. Having multiple areas for kids to play and to be able for the child to select the activities 

right for them.  
197. Variety novelty 
198. A diversity of children, a variety of equipment, and well-maintained facility (no 

dangerous or sharp edges from age, etc) 
199. Different interactive things 
200. Equipment that caters to a variety of ages/skills 
201. Diversity 
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Survey Monkey: CENTRAL 



117. Safety. Boundaries 
118. Safety! Cleanliness, age appropriate toys 
119. Close areas to sit in shade; water play; imaginative play features 
120. Safety and shade 
121. Be able to see most of the playground round from angels. 
122. VISIBILITY from one side of the playground to the other. Since this playground is so 

large, it’s a very important feature that was overlooked in the current design. 
123. Safe, easy to see children, seats and shade 
124. Shade, seating 
125. SHADE and a place to rest.  Playground with variety for all ages.  
126. Happy and active kids 
127. Open concept, being able to see the majority of space to watch child. 
128. A safe one that allows us to monitor our children easily. 
129. Shade to sit; lots if bench 
130. Benches and open sight lines so I don’t have to keep moving to keep an eye on 

them. 
131. Good sight lines! I need to see all my kids! Slides that don’t get too hot in the summer. 

Shade. Fun for a variety of ages including big kids! 
132. Shade, seating/picnic tables, confined area away from cars and roads 
133. Safety. Easy to monitor and watch children. 
134. Ability to keep an eye on kids from comfortable seating. 
135. Safe, good sight lines, away from traffic, bathrooms nearby, plenty of trash cans. 
136. Easy for parents to see children 
137. Places to sit in the shade with visibility to the entire space 
138. A place for adults to perform body weight exercises. 
139. Play areas that are safe and have good soft landing material for falls 
140. Shade, places to sit or set things down 
141. Shade and seating area for adults with good visibility 
142. Centralized places to sit and watch. Bike racks. 
143. Convenience and availability of equipment 
144. Whatever is good for the kids. They’re the focus. 
145. Good places to sit that are central and easy to monitor children. Clean bathrooms. 
146. It’s awful - too much going on and the view angles aren’t good. 
147. Shade, nice benches and eating areas 
148. Places to sit, being able to see kids, shade. 
149. Interactive and interesting. Activities that adults can join in 
150. Seats in the shade 
151. It’s not great for parents.  Not shade.  Difficult to keep eyes on the kids because the 

mounds block the sight-line path. 
152. Shade and seating area. 
153. Shade and places to sit 
154. Safety. The ability to sit back and watch without fear of kids getting hurt. 
155. Safety and shade 
156. Shade, stroller parking, ability to see children on other parts of the play area. 
157. Shade!  Please give us shade and a water fountain. 
158. Lots of shade and areas to sit. 
159. Places to sit and shade. 
160. Gated in area 
161. Shade, a close spot to park strollers of younger children, lots of activities. 
162. Generally safe equipment that kids can use or operate themselves 
163. Visibility and shaded areas to watch kids. 
164. Shade 
165. Respect by others sharing common space 
166. Easy for parents their kids from all vantage points 
167. Easy visibility, material that doesn’t get too hot in the sun, shade to sit in for lunch/to 

cool off 
168. A place to watch kids with a good line of sight, lock up bikes since we have so many 

stolen in Stapleton (there is not a good place now), controlled exits so kids can’t get 
lost/or you worry about strangers as well. 

169. Visibility for parents to be able to see multiple kids play in different parts of the 
playground at the same time. Also shade structure or water sprayers to cool off. 

170. Sitting areas near equipment 
171. Good view of all areas 
172. Smooth walk paths 
173. Shady places to sit.  
174. Good seating and plenty of shade. Equipment the parents can play on with the 

kids. 
175. Ability to see my kid anywhere on the playground from most vantage points. Some clear 

delineation of where playground ends (to explain to and give them 
176. Freedom), shade!!, and no dogs (please!!). 
177. Lots of shady seating. 
178. Places to sit 

What playground elements would you like to see at Central 
Park playground in the future? 

1. Things appealing to older users. Stapleton is getting older. 
2. Not sure - but hopefully something more durable! 
3. There is a large playground at canyon view park in grand junction that my kids love 
4. Slides, Monkey bars, different elements/challenge for older kids 
5. Shade! More seating 
6. More climbing and hanging structures, more slides. 
7. More climbing 
8. Parquor type of equipment.  Pull ups, dip bars etc 
9. More climbing and web features. 
10. More shade 
11. Shade. Bigger slides. Taller/bigger kid climbing structures 
12. A bike/scoot element would be cool. More/different slides and climbing equipment 

suitable for the younger ages. 
13. More swings 
14. Shaded areas, trees to climb, gross and fine motor areas. 
15. Water feature 
16. Zipline, more nature elements (like streams) 
17. Zachary’s Playground: Lake Saint Louis, Missouri 

18. Shade 
19. Maybe sectioned off play areas to keep kids in controlled and secure spaces. 
20. Bigger /fast slides 
21. Nature 
22. I would like if it continued to have a unique feel like it does now - love the mountains 

just wish they weren’t so beat up - as well as a couple of bigger unique features that 
other parks don’t have (like the climbing rock, maybe the addition of a big circle swing, 
my girls would love some kind of monkey bars added). Also, I think it should continue to 
incorporate sensory play. 

23. Spinners,  climbing equipment 
24. It would be amazing if Denver had a playground like the park in Millennium Park, 

Chicago. 
25. More natural elements, water features, hills, more use of high/low equipment. Use 

of elevations, swings, slides and spinners. Kids love to run up and down, slide, climb, 
swing, create and build. I’d love to see more natural materials, incorporation of trees 
and rocks, more wood, metal and stone, and much, much less plastic equipment. Kids 
love sand pits, but I hate them, and they attract cats to eliminate in them (gross!). Areas 
that engage kids in learning, and imagination, and active play. Engage kids to become 
tiny naturalists, artists and scientists- using art, meteorology, biology, engineering 
(building), physics.  Promote kids building and experimenting. 

26. Shade. A large jungle gym structure similar to Fred Thomas where kids can run up and 
down and slide. 

27. Climbing wall 
28. I think the current playground is nice but there is much of the plastic padding that needs 

to be replaced. 
29. Coffee machine 
30. Spinning pieces, spider web 
31. Mounds.  Distinctly separated areas. 
32. Swings, slides, shade structures, climbing, water features, and unique elements not 

found at other playgrounds 
33. More climbing features. Water features for summer. Better sand pit design. 
34. More trees, shade, and better climbing equipment (not modern day - not fun stuff) 
35. More climbing 
36. A theme! Better playground equipment all around--climbing structures, slides. Some 

kind of safety implemented on that north side wall (kids are always climbing the entire 
wall on the ridged lines. it terrifies me) 

37. Accessible and inclusive play elements.  The idea of natural play elements. 
38. Shade 
39. More integrated features like the rock pile slide. 
40. More slides, mounds 
41. Taller climbing structure, bigger slides, updated baby and toddler area, more swings, zip 

line. 
42. More climbing, jumping, more slides 
43. Less mountains/mounds 
44. More shade structures 
45. More climbing features that can be used by multiple kids at a time. More slides. 

Spinning bars (flipping bars? Not sure what they are called) 
46. Unique climbing structures, play equipment and areas for all ages - even the bigger 

kids/tweens, shade 
47. Wood elements and climbing structures 
48. Creative Design - look to Maggie Daley Park in Chicago, Gathering Place Park in Tulsa, 

and Designer Monstrum for inspiration.  
49. Please reach out to LuBird’s Light Foundation to make accessibility a priority. https:// 

lubirdslight.org/ 
50. Ropes course style height activities, climb very high, but in a safe way. 
51. More shade. It is too hot in the summer in there. 
52. Something that can take abuse.  This is a highly used playground and needs to hold up 

better than the first installation. 
53. Grass, sandbox area, bike track, climbing structure. Safe area for small children and 

caregivers with buffer from older kids area. Water bottle filling stations. Bike parking 
area right by. 

54. Adventure play 
55. Babu vouchers, climbing plays, water plays for summer , snow slides for winter 
56. A castle with slides 
57. Better water od 
58. Rodents 
59. Additional sun shades, misters, swings, slides, things to climb on, dirt to dig in 
60. More swings 
61. Water features. Shade areas. 
62. Rope climbing structures or tree  fort like features 
63. More modern elements including climbing play structures or forts, modern slides, 

additional water features, creative interactive play areas, tire swing, etc. Please demolish 

SUMMARY What makes a great playground for parents and 
caregivers? 

• Safe, few egress points, boundaries 
• Places to sit 
• Shade 
• Good sight lines/visibility 
• Clean and well maintained 

179. Have places for Picnic, shady parts for summer 
180. Places to sit while watching the kids. 
181. The ability to see the entire playground and not worry about losing sight of your kids 

while they’re playing. 
182. Seating in the shade.  not having to worry about injury on equipment 
183. Variety, cleanliness, accessibility for all abilities 
184. Areas for all kinds and ages of kids 
185. Shade and bathrooms 
186. Sitting spots 
187. SHADE!!!! and plenty of seating.  There is zero shade at all parks in Stapleton. 
188. Shade and trees and tables and green grass 
189. Benches and shade 
190. Shade, places to sit and supervise; gathering places for play dates/parties; cleanliness; 

access to clean bathrooms!! 
191. Shade, area is enclosed (semi) and safe and clean 
192. Places to sit. Easy to see kids playing. 
193. Seating! As well as safety features. 
194. Nice crowd. 
195. Safe, clean, places to sit, shade 
196. Clean site line, Shade 
197. Area easy to keep eye on child but also foster some independence 
198. Benches/tables, shade, restrooms, toddler friendly area (no wood chips for them to 

eat) 
199. Shade and visibility of kids 
200. Different activities that all are placed around a central area for parents to observe 

multiple kids from one spot, shaded areas with seats, WATER FOUNTAINS 
201. Plenty of places to sit and watch. Shade for sun coverage. Things that my kids can do 

by themselves that I don’t have to help them with. Clean bathrooms with changing 
tables. 

202. Shady areas to sit and watch my kids play. 
203. Safety of equipment, able to supervise with proximity seating 
204. Place for shade, having a playground that is build to allow adults to interact with their 

children through play 
205. Space nearby to observe the child, safe equipment, shade when possible 
206. Plenty of seating, playground shielded from the busy street 
207. Same 
208. Areas to sit watch kids 
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Survey Monkey: CENTRAL 



the purple hills, everybody gets hurt on those and falls on the pavement. 
64. Big round swing, more of a jungle gym that is themed 
65. See above 
66. The mounds are great, just need to be resurfaced. Large structures to climb and 

explore. 
67. Climbing structure. 
68. Play areas that have shade in the summer. 
69. Maybe some tunnels. And more swings 
70. Baby swings, tall slides, softer surfaces, bigger sand box, shade, climbing structure with 

a bridge, tiny tots play area 
71. Bigger slides and bike trails, water plays and some snow slides for the winter 
72. A bigger sandbox and more shade 
73. Climbing structure. Natural elements. Opportunity for multiple ages to play. 
74. Get rid of homeless and pot smokers! 
75. Sand, climbing features, play equipment that is like ninja warrior, big play structures with 

bridges, etc to explore. 
76. Water features, traditional structures.  
77. Climbing structures 
78. More slides and different types of swings. 
79. Big slide 
80. Shade and visibility and messy play. Sand pits, climbing. Let them be messy and have 

risk 
81. Shade! 
82. Taller climbing structures.  A larger slide.  More areas to imagine, run and play.  
83. Basketball court.  Rock walls 
84. The pictures above for “Climb” and “Slide” look really appealing. I would love for 

there to be a place to safely ride bikes through/in the playground area - like a “bump 
course” 

85. Rock climbing wall 
86. Obstacle course and more unique items! 
87. More climbing obstacles. 
88. Climbing wall, trees 
89. More swings, more slides, larger traditional play structure. 
90. Needs to be bigger and flat...its too angled and is hard to navigate 
91. Something in the middle on the hill for parents to sit and watch kids. 
92. Non-smoking signs,  a LARGE slide like at Fred Thomas.  
93. Love the suggested images 
94. There is a great area for 2-4 year olds, and a great area for 7-10 year olds.  There needs 

to be an area that would interest 5-6 year olds too. 
95. Zipline 
96. Obstacle course and shade 
97. Tube slide and updated equipment and grounds. Picnic tables with shade.  New 

swings 
98. Splash pad 
99. Google: “Bicycle Safety Town” in Peoria, IL. 
100. See prior answers. 
101. Keep the mounds. Love them. 
102. More climbing, more slides 
103. Water features like at the municipal park in Centennial; a great new theme like 

water or dinosaurs or birds; more durable materials to support high use; improved 
maintenance 

104. Monkey bars, slide, big sand area and anything from the new playground at Washington 
Park!! 

105. To be environmentally friendly. Maybe use recycled material to build playground. 
106. More jumping elements and rolling hills for biking and scooter. 
107. Jumping feature would be fun. Splash pad? 
108. Jumping area 
109. shaded areas for parents and kids to rest.  shaded play area options for hot summer 

days. 
110. Balance beams and various climbing structures 
111. Water features, equipment that encourages creativity and collective and independent 

activities, challenging yet comfortable options 
112. More spin and slides. 
113. Lots of fun climbing structures. Water features (maybe a creek??). A zip line-- check out 

the one Nottingham Lake playground in Avon.  
114. Another water feature, upkeep purple hills, more climbing like rock slide 
115. The same mountains. They are so much fun! More traditional playground 

equipment 
116. Water! 
117. Skatepark 
118. Better, safer and more interesting climbing structures (like the new outdoor area at the 

children’s museum) 

119. An outside gym element for adults. 
120. More swings and slides would be fantastic, would also be nice to have bars and more 

climbing elements 
121. Shade!! 
122. Mounds,natural play areas 
123. See saw 
124. A jumping/trampoline-like feature; areas with suggesting sports (basketball hoops, 

soccer goals, etc.); adding to the climbing rocks; lots of monkey-bars; zip line. 
125. More slides and equipment for the under 5 kids 
126. It’s dirty, worn out, crowded, and there are cleaner/better maintained playgrounds in the 

neighborhood. The only thing good about the CP playground is sledding in the winter 
and Denver Parks is a major killjoy with its plowing. If you need to plow sidewalks, get 
rid of the one at the bottom of the hill. 

127. More trees 
128. More creative play areas. Shade. 
129. More slides, more bouncy type activities.  More water features 
130. Our favorite parks in the local area are the Paco Sanchez park in West Denver and 

Centennial Center Park. Would love to see some of these surprising elements at Central 
Park. 

131. More sensory and shade 
132. Shade, slides, swings, digging 
133. Shade 
134. I’d like to see better equipment for smaller children. Some of the traditional play 

structures are clearly designed for big kids and there isn’t much for ages 2-6. Even the 
smaller kid slide area is pretty dangerous for a small child without a parent right next 
to them. More shade would be wonderful, most of the playground and all of the splash 
pad are always in the direct sun, maybe more trees, shade covers and good stroller 
parking. 

135. Lots of shade, everything like it is, just updated turf, etc.  This is a great playground! I do 
like natural elements--sticks, rocks, tree trucks to climb.  Elements that help kids work 
together as opposed to compete.  Thank you!!! 

136. More shade and toys to play on that they can sit on rather than just climb. 
137. A large featured structure with several levels of slides. 
138. It’s just so under cared for. It’s embarrassing. 
139. More traditional playground stuff, like slides and ladders 
140. More climbing for ages 2-5. 
141. More, interesting, better slides and climbing 
142. Equipment for older kids like a climbing wall 
143. A track for riding scooters or a place for riding bikes would be cool 
144. Biking/scooter area 
145. Smaller/shorter slides for toddler-aged children, small water table (similar to the one at 

Puddle Jumper pool) 
146. We loved the new Wash Park playground with the wooden boat and bumpy trail. My 

kids also really like rock climbing walls. Lastly, the park should have some element of 
inspiration (Colorado, air travel, etc) that connects with kids. 

147. A climber structure with multiple ways to get up and multiple ways to get down. 
148. Shade areas over some equipment 
149. A large play structure such as the one at Paco Sanchez park would be fantastic. 
150. Merry go round, swings, some play structures with unexpected elements like 

megaphone/ binocular/ sinks etc (ie a tree house type of thing) that lets the kid imagine 
and make up stories. 

151. Same variety 
152. The new playground at Washington Park seems to work well 
153. A climbing net would be great. 
154. Rock wall, more slides, and swings. Playground elements that are incorporated into the 

topography of the park. 
155. More slides, climbing, jumping, shade! 
156. All of the examples above seem amazing 
157. Climbing wall 
158. all that I have checked above. 
159. Like what is there...just need updated. Maybe more climbing elements 
160. I’d like to see the pavilion used in a more functional way, i.e. a snack bar or rental space 

for birthday parties. I don’t really see the purpose for it currently. 
161. Gaga ball!! 
162. Ropes to climb, sensory play. 
163. More of the fun elements already there. 
164. Separate lanes for bikes. More imaginative play equipment. 
165. Shade, bridge - there is a disparity of equipment. My daughter is too young/small for 

the big kids equipment but too old for the preschool equipment. There needs to be 
something in between 

166. Tower, more slides 
167. there are some really neat playgrounds that use wood like structures on the Platte River 

SUMMARY What playground elements would you like to see 
at Central Park playground in the future? 

• Slides 
• Monkey bars 
• Climbing structures/wall 
• Mores swings 
• More natural elements 
• More trees and shade 
• Zipline 
• Ropes course 
• Bigger sand box 
• Slides 
• Jumping elements 
• See saw, merry-go-round 
• Track for scooters 
• Swings 

trail - not sure what it’s called but you can crawl through hollow logs, balance on them, 
climb into a little house or to the slides and such. It just looks more natural. 

168. More traditional jungle gym equipment. 
169. WATER FOUNTAINS YEAR ROUND! More shade, better use of the space by creating a 

center “meeting area” and putting the structures, activities around the center so parents 
can keep a better watch on multiple children without running up and down 

170. Musical/sensory equipment usually does not work very well. 
171. Less fake stuff (Astroturf), more “real” materials where my kids can use their imagination. 

Also, more shady places. 
172. More swings added, slides, climbing activities 
173. The new Washington park is amazing - would try to mimic a lot of their elements and 

include shade structures. 
174. Canopy shading, a variety of play structures for different age groups, safe 

equipment 
175. Merry-go-round, teeter-totter 
176. More climbing/web structures. More baby swings 
177. Better slides 
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Survey Monkey: CENTRAL 



Do you have an image of a great or innovative playground 
design or playground equipment idea that you want to share? 
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Other, please specify: 
1. Self 
2. Friend/aunt 
3. N/A 

If no, what playground do you consider to be your primary 
playground, and why? 

1. Central Park 
2. Central Park playground 
3. We go to the puddle jumper park or westerly creek more bc of proximity and pay 

structure 
4. There are several playgrounds slightly closer or equidistant. 
5. Central park is more fun, but we wish Greenway was better than it is. 
6. It’s a long walk from our home. 
7. Constellation 
8. We use the pocket park by our house. 
9. We are located in between Bill Roberts and Westerly Creek schools. These are a little 

closer to us than the Greenway Playground so we usually go to them. We are located 
right by the Puddle Jumper swimming pool. There is a tiny playground there that we 
really wish was better. If it just had swings or a slide, it would be so much better! 

10. “WCElem 
11. Closer, doesn’t flood, better equipment” 
12. Aviator. It is a much better playground for socializing with friends and their kids. 
13. Puddle Jumper playground and Westerly Creek Elementary playground after school 

hours. Both closest to home and have equipment for older kids. 
14. F-15 as it is closest to our house 
15. Arc Park, or Fulton Park, because they’re closer to our house. We love Greenway Park 

though and visit 1-3 times a week. 
16. Fred Thomas park - better playground equipment for little kids 
17. Westerly Creek Elementary. It’s got more and better equipment. 
18. Westerly Creek School 
19. Constellation park because it’s seems easier and safer to get to, especially as my 

children are learning to ride bikes. 
20. Aviator Pool playground or Central Park 
21. Wash park - the new playground - especially on weekends 
22. local school playground due to proximity 
23. Playground is 1.5 miles from my house, this was not a response option for #4. 
24. Fulton and 26th - kids favorite 
25. f 15 because it’s closer 
26. The playground at Westerly Creek Elementary as it has more climbing options my kids 

like. 
27. Pocket park near our home 
28. Westerly Creek Elementary 
29. Small neighborhood parks.  We are closest to Central Park.  
30. Jet stream playground bc we are a little closer And it’s quieter 
31. Prairie Meadow park is closest to our house 
32. F-15 and Arc Park, because of proximity and good facilities for both my kids ages (1.5 

and 4) 
33. Central park, because greenway needs a little better mix of activities and is more 

difficult to watch my two kids at the same time. 
34. We loved the big sandbox when our kids were little.  The bigger kid equipment is just 

a challenge to navigate.  We’ve been living Fred Thomas parks big slide and climbing 
features.  f-15 is also pretty age appropriate. 

35. Fulton park - nearest 
36. Central Park 
37. Prairie Meadow or Quilted park 
38. The playground on the High Tech Elementary is closest to us. 
39. Wicker park is closest to my new home 
40. Verbena Park , which needs major improvements. 
41. Constellation because it is across the street from us. We used to go to greenbelt more 

often but the playground structures aren’t that useful or fun for our kids. 
42. 26th Ave and Fulton b/c of proximity 
43. Central Park, it’s better for all ages if my kids 
44. F15 
45. The playground on Cherry and 23rd. It is in the shade 
46. Ones that are closer and in better condition. 
47. Aviator Playground, shade and no mud/sand mess 
48. Central Park 
49. The playground equipment is too young for my 6 year old or way too advanced and not 

play based enough. 
50. F-15 -- closest to our house 
51. Puddle jumper pool playground 
52. Prairie Meadow Park/Sandhills 
53. F-15 near the pool. It’s closer and we can walk. 
54. Finger parks, f-15 park because they are closer 
55. We go to Central Park more often 
56. Central park, closer 
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Survey Monkey: GREENWAY 



57. Central park, because it is a bit closer, sunnier and has more activities for the smaller 
children 

58. Jetstream is our neighborhood park, so it’s our primary. 
59. Westerly Creek Elementary School playground because it is closer and has a climbing 

structure with slides. 
60. Aviator. The main reason we don’t go to greenway is lack of shade and condition of the 

sand in the sandbox. Have found glass, cigarettes, sharp plastic etc. 
61. Aviator- closer and has more shade 
62. Central Park 
63. Swigert international school because it is very close to our home. 
64. Arc Park, 26th & Fulton. They’re a bit closer 
65. Constellation park. Location 
66. Equally split between the Greenway Park playground and the playground next to 

Aviator Pool. 
67. Nearby school, Central Park, pocket parks nearby. 
68. We don’t have one. Kid too old 
69. Cottonwood Gallery Park; close to home and varied equipment 
70. Constellation  park 
71. Playgrounds on the north side of I-70 
72. Central Park because it’s bigger 
73. Constellation- toys & proximity 
74. F15 is closer 

Other (please specify): 
1. Walk or bike 

What makes Greenway Park special to you & the children you 
care for? 

1. Close proximity to our home and the large sandbox 
2. The different playground equipment for the different age groups. I also love the large 

trees and setting. 
3. Sandbox 
4. Proximity to our home, the sand pit 
5. MY boys LOVE the sand park! 
6. Swings and sand park 
7. Love that we can talk to it and the big sandbox is a draw for our child. Also like that it is 

along the Greenway, so a stop at the playground can be part of a family walk. 
8. Proximity.  Sand is fun for the younger kids, could use more swings. 
9. Sand pit 
10. It was fun when we first moved here but then when stuff started breaking and not 

getting fixed, it wasn’t fun anymore. 
11. Proximity. Climbing structures 
12. It is safe and they have so much fun in the wooded area and all the climbing gear 
13. First, it’s along the greenway which is nice. It’s fun to walk/bike along the greenway even 

without the playground. The sandbox is the main thing that draws us to this playground 
because it’s the one thing that the other playgrounds in the area don’t have. 

14. The sandbox is such a cool feature! I also love that there are public restrooms and that 
it’s on the bike path. 

15. Good place to gather with other families 
16. The sand pit 
17. The walking/ biking paths. The swings and sandbox 
18. It actually doesn’t feel very special. 
19. We go if we want a bike ride and destination. 
20. Sand park 
21. The sand play area 
22. When my children were 0-4yrs we enjoyed the swings and sand park the most. 
23. We love the sandbox portion of this park! 
24. We love the hidden park configuration. It feels secluded in a good way, shaded in the 

heat of summer, and my child loves moving between the play areas. The water feature/ 
sand pit is very cool, and kids love when the water comes on. As a parent, I love that 
there are bathrooms available, and in good working order. 

25. Close to home, large park 
26. The space east near 
27. We love this park. The shade is especially appealing. 
28. It’s very large because of the length.  It has a variety of different playground equipment 

for a range of different ages.  I find many parks in Stapleton are geared to older or more 
sophisticated children.  We have two special needs kids, so their abilities can seem a few 
years younger than their actual ages.  

29. The open space. 
30. Open spaces to run 
31. Sandbox 
32. It has bathrooms.  It’s fun that it’s in a Greenway. 
33. Huge sandbox 

34. The mister in the sand used to be really-unique. It hasn’t worked in many years 
35. Sand park is only one available in neighborhood, also has a bathroom and larger picnic 

area and some shade 
36. Close to the bike path and the large sandbox which is unique 
37. Located near our old home so good memories. 
38. So beautiful. Love the varied landscaping. The playgrounds are wonderful 
39. It’s down the street and we can build relationships with our neighbors! 
40. Parts of the play structures are geared toward older kids. 
41. Sand pit 
42. We love the sand pit 
43. We like the sandbox and the playgrounds. 
44. The sand pit with toys to dig and drive is my son’s absolute favorite thing! 
45. It’s very close.  I still love the sandbox feature even though my kids are a little old for 

it. 
46. Easy access 
47. Diversity of play options, quiet 
48. Sand box! And the different play structures 
49. Swings and fun “woods adventure” feel 
50. The sand! Good shade, spread out, on the bike path, lots of seating, “ninja warrior” 

type playsets. 
51. The slides 
52. It’s well shaded in most areas, has activities for all different ages. 
53. Closeness 
54. Greenway Park is the closest park to our home.  We love that we can walk there 

and enjoy a nice place to spend time together outside.  My kids love to play in the 
sandbox 

55. Sand park w water feature and toys! 
56. The sand park 
57. Shade! 
58. Large sandbox 
59. The sandbox is really cool 
60. Sand pit 
61. It has a variety of play structures. 
62. Proximity 
63. Restrooms available 
64. Location 
65. It’s close by and we love the sandbox park! 
66. The sand pit and toys being so big, as well as the water element. 
67. The sandbox but there needs to be way more shade for the kids and parents. 
68. Love the trees and the variety of things there. 
69. Love the sand box area and the spinner 
70. The sandbox.  Our kids have had so much fun there over the years.  
71. Picnic area, sand box and water, spinning thing (like merry-go-round, similar to the one 

in central park) 
72. They love both the Sandbox and the climbing structures. 
73. We like the spinners and the large sandbox. 
74. Location. My children like playing in the sandbox. Also, like that the bike path goes 

through the area. Fun to stop and play along the way 
75. Everyone loves the sand pit. 
76. We love the sand park, it’s unique and fun for little kids to play in. 
77. Sandbox 
78. Variety of playgrounds and play areas. 
79. They enjoy the variety of things to do. 
80. We love the sandbox; shaded picnic tables; fun brushy tree areas for kids to 

explore. 
81. Nice trails, picnic area, link to Stanley Market, tunnel under Central Park 
82. The multiple play structures 
83. we’ve always enjoyed the sandbox at greenway park. the playgrounds there were never 

very useful except for the swings and spinner. 
84. My kids love the sand pit. 
85. Proximity to our home. Uniqueness of the sandbox. 
86. Close to the house and they enjoy climbing and slide. 
87. Sandbox 
88. We live across the street. It’s “Our Playground/Park” and we love it! We use the 

sandbox, playgrounds, adventure in the trees creek and use the fields daily. 
89. It’s close to our home and our son LOVES the sand pit. 
90. The sandbox 

SUMMARY If no, what playground do you consider to be 
your primary playground, and why? 

• Central Park 
• Puddle Jumper Park 
• Pocket park 
• Constellation Park 
• Aviator Park 
• Fulton Park 
• Arc Park 
• Westerly Creek School 
• Prairie Meadow Park 
• Wicker Park 
• F15 Park 
• Jetstream Park 
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Survey Monkey: GREENWAY 



What, if anything, would you change about Greenway Park? 
1. More age appropriate play structures for <5 y/o. Would love more swings and 

opportunities for exploring movement and balance beans, teeter totter/seesaw, 
suspension bridge, etc) 

2. Increased visibility from all areas of park 
3. Lack of shady cover around the sand pit, bugginess around the playground, more 

seating for parents closer to the traditional play equipment, this wood benches that 
don’t cause blisters 

4. More shade! More slides, big kid swings 
5. More swings and slides 
6. Prefer more unique and varied play structures, especially for elementary children. 
7. More swings. The jungle gyms are not very climbable and design for functionality and 

playability is not very good. 
8. More shade by the sand pit. More swings, especially for older kids 
9. We would love some half court basketball courts! 
10. Please add swings that aren’t just for toddlers. 
11. The flooding 
12. The big sandbox is pretty good but the toy area could be better. It’s kind of odd that 

the toy areas are all separated. Maybe there could be some sort of fun connector 
tunnels/forts that could connect the toy areas. A couple bigger slides would also help. 
My daughter seems to get bored at this playgrounds toy area faster than at some of the 
other playgrounds. 

13. Make the structures closer together so parents can see their kids when they’re going 
between areas. Also, more shade! 

14. Older kid/people swings 
15. Combine all the playground stuff into one area 
16. Part of the playground floods every time it rains. 
17. More interesting climbing walls 
18. SHADE, SHADE, SHADE 
19. The constant flooding 
20. More trees  /shade cover, 
21. It is very disjointed and not easy to socialize with other people/keep track of multiple 

kids. 
22. Would be great to have structures for older kids as well as babies and toddlers. 
23. We really like this park, but it could use some shad near or over the sandbox. 
24. Make the water feature more of a continuous element. Keep the bathrooms running 

more often. The spinner tends to get water pooling under it, so it is often muddy and 
we don’t use it that much for that reason. 

25. Swings for bigger kids, more/taller slides, better drainage (lakes form in some of the 
play areas) 

26. If we’re talking about the entire Greenway, I would remove the skate park, since that 
place detracts from the overall pleasant atmosphere of the greenway. If just talking 
about the playground, just modernizing some of the equipment and maybe getting 
rid of the pavilion-type structure that blocks sight lines between the sand area and the 
playground area. Also needs more swings. 

27. The play equipment is boring for my son and not a lot can be done on it.  
28. I miss the tree by the sandpit. The water feature needs to consistently function. The 

traditional play equipment is poor; the Fred Thomas park equipment is so much more 
fun to play on. 

29. Near the younger kid area, I seriously dislike having that steep hill.  The younger kid 
area doesn’t seem easy to access.  The bridges don’t have any railings (although I don’t 
know if a railing would make it more dangerous with kids trying to climb up).  Perhaps 
the bridges could have some striping to demarcate them a bit more, so they are safer.  
I would absolutely want more trees or shade options around the sand pit!!!  We would 
like to go more in the summer, but it’s sooooo hot - there’s almost no reprieve (and I 
don’t think the tables are close enough for me to sit there and have them so far away).  

I wish there was a sign to say how often the water comes on in the sand pit.  Again, we 
have special needs kids, and the element of surprise is to much for one of my boys, even 
though he typically loves water.  I also wish the sand pit was a little easier to navigate on 
the concrete shape. 

30. My kids were 3 and newborn when Greenway Park opened.  It was never a great 
playground and the picnic shelter was just weird.  Now I run and walk the dog on the 
path (love the path!) and the picnic shelter has become a place for people to get out of 
view and smoke pot.  

31. Repair flooding issue,  Streamline sprinklers to not waste water, add swing sets & 
playground for older kids. 

32. It is not geared to all ages 
33. It could be a fun destination playground if the equipment better matched my kids ages 

(6 and 9) -e.g. single bar for gymnastics flipping, and taller slides 
34. Shade near sandbox 
35. The park floods two or more times each year. Water sits in the area of the swings and 

spinner for days. Drainage needs to be addressed. Wood chips also wash away. Using 
a different base material such as what is at Central Park could help with the wood chip 
situation. 

36. The playground equipment is not that fun. Easily gets bored and made for very young 
toddlers 

37. The drainage. Many days during the summer the bark areas are flooded (over 1’ of 
standing water). We’d rather not go there with the intent of playing and then find that it 
is flooded. 

38. For much younger kids than what I have now. Some interesting  equipment for older 
kids would be nice. 

39. Have neighborhood cleanups of the wooded parts 
40. Get rid of bums and pot smokers! 
41. Add a big slide and more big kid swings. Better drainage. 
42. More climbing structures. 
43. The sand put is way too sunny.  A sun shade would make it nicer.  It gets so hot. 
44. It’s hard to watch two kids running in opposite directions because all the playgrounds 

are separate/hidden from each other. 
45. Sandbox 
46. The bigger kid equipment 
47. More playgrounds closer to Beeler where it connects with westerly creek 
48. More swings that aren’t for babies 
49. Needs swings! Lots of swings! The mulch under the spinning ring thing gets disgusting 

any time it rains. I would love to see a picnic table of two near the playground. 
50. It needs more creative, interactive options like water features, boulders, tree limbs, 

sand, etc. 
51. Trim the bushes to make it feel safer, add more lighting and help with mosquitoes 

during the summer... oh and maybe add shade to the sand park? 
52. Adding an exercise station for adults. 
53. The swigs often flood when it rains and then don’t drain for a while.  More shade would 

be nice in the sandbox and swing area.  Would be fun if there was a water feature in 
the sandbox that was on consistently.  Would love an easier route to access the slide so 
younger kid’s can use it more easily.  Would be nice if there were also swings for bigger 
kids 

54. More playground equipment for 5-7 year olds. Fewer mosquitoes! 
55. No crab apple trees near sand pit 
56. Water feature 
57. More shade 
58. Make the playground structures more appropriate for all ages and not so spread apart. 

Swings for older kids 
59. Shade 
60. Nothing 
61. Drainage! 
62. I’m not a fan of the water sand pit 
63. Needs more to don 
64. Make the play structures more play based. They are too much  focused on balance, 

etc 
65. Different, more out of the box play structure. 
66. Shade. It needs more shade for playing in the sandbox. Also the swings are too short. 

They need to be on a taller structure. 
67. Shade structures! All the parks in Stapleton need them 
68. More swings 
69. The drainage system for all of the equipment.  Whenever it really rains. All of the play 

areas are under water for days.  
70. More activities, more diversity in ages for which they are appropriate. Also, hard to 

watch children of multiple ages because the equipment is spread out in a “wooded” (for 
Denver!) Area, making it difficult to see children on different areas simultaneously 

71. More shade structures. 

SUMMARY What makes Greenway Park special to you & the 
children you care for? 

• Sandbox 
• Hidden elements 
• Shade 
• Quiet 
• Slides 
• Proximity/location 
• Variety of options 

SUMMARY What, if anything, would you change about 
Greenway Park? 

• More structures for younger kids (<5 years) 
• Shade at sandbox 
• More swings for older kids 
• Better drainage 
• Disjointed 
• Better equipment 
• Better maintenance of vegetation 

72. I wish it was easier for a parent to watch multiple children play at the same time. 
Because it is spread out, it is too difficult to keep an eye on multiple children. 

73. A Shaded area would make us more likely to use the Greenway Park. 
74. I wish there were more shady areas to sit that we’re srill close to play structures. 
75. Play structures that kids can understand. More slides 
76. Larger playgrounds, more swings 
77. Swings other than the infant swings 
78. The separate play areas seem very isolated from each other.  So perhaps getting rid 

of some of the trees and bushes would help it feel less so.  All of the play areas get 
flooded every time it rains. It also would be nice to have the sandpit area feel more 
connected to the playground areas.  As a parent of two young children, I wouldn’t 
feel comfortable letting one kid play in the sand pit while the other kid plays on the 
playground since there’s no line of sight between the two. 

79. Make it for a bigger age range, not a kids in Stapleton are between 0-5. There are NO 
parks around for older kids to gather at? Put a basketball court up? Teenagers who are 
busy stay out of trouble. But, I’m sure Stapleton doesn’t want to attract the “wrong” 
color people to the parks either, it would be horrible to have to associate with others 
not like us. Sorry, This is not directed at you personally, just an observation from a 40 
year old white woman who thinks Stapleton needs to be more accepting of others who 
aren’t white making 6 figures. Just my two sense. 

80. Sandbox water doesn’t work often. The space under the swings tends to get filled with 
water. Needs more big-kid swings. 

81. Trails just for bicycles and scooters/skateboards and or better signage to indicate that 
trails are shared with bicyclists and skaters. 

82. Add more play areas 
83. Add a more functional playground to the east instead of the weird one with the ropes 

and not real slides. Fix the yellow slide in the traditional playground as the sections 
make it difficult to slide down. 

84. Add more equipment. 
85. More swings, more slides, better tree/shrub maintenance to make it safer 
86. Better drainage, as the swings and other wood chip areas constantly flood. 
87. Playground- “normal” swings, more slides, things that are easier to climb 
88. The drainage. The playground floods often and is closed. It is also a breeding ground for 

mosquitoes when there is so much standing water. If I would add anything, a permanent 
intentional water feature/splash pad and more sports related amenities. 

89. I’d like it to feel a bit more adventurous like the City Park playground. 
90. More swings 
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Survey Monkey: GREENWAY 



If you selected “Other,” please specify: 
1. Swings, sand pit 
2. Basketball courts, sand volleyball courts 
3. Climbing structures 
4. Would be swings if for older kids 
5. The bouncy cars 
6. My child loves the trees, and the “brook” that run through the play area. 
7. The monkey bar type thing 
8. The green space east of the structures where kids bus stop is - gets used by our kids 

every school day.  Kids play soccer and games in the field around 26th and ulster - huge 
benefit to have bus stop at that location.  

9. The wall made of big rocks / shaped boulders 
10. None of it, that’s why I am completing this survey 
11. Sliding Monkey Bar and the Tilted blue thing that tips back and forth like a slide. 
12. Ninja warrior type obstacles 
13. I would like to see a fitness park established. 
14. Grassy area 
15. Small spinning circles 
16. Rocks 

What is it that they like most about these play elements? 
1. Can access them independently and have minimal risk of injury 
2. Around & around 
3. They always play on the spinner 
4. Open free play at sandbox. Imaginative play on traditional play ground 
5. My son loves all the tools and construction equipment in the sand pit that he can use 

for digging, He also loves slides and occasionally enjoys spending some time in a 
swing 

6. All the toys in the sand pit are so fun 
7. Giant sandbox is unique. 
8. They are easy to play on for a variety of ages. 
9. Free play! 
10. I can send my kids there without worrying about them 
11. Slides and swings are always a hit a! Especially for my 4yo. The sandbox is very unique 

with the water feature! 
12. Interactive 
13. We don’t really. My kids get bored using the equipment 
14. Swings 
15. They are good for multiple ages. 
16. Ease of use. 
17. The sandbox with the water feature is a huge hit! They love playing there and it’s the 

main reason we visit this park. 
18. My child loves the feeling of having a “secret” area all to themselves in the “woods” 

and moving between areas. The play equipment is fun and good for expending energy, 
but would be better if it more natural and less plastic, because it tends to stifle the 
imagination, and it is too prescriptive to the children’s play. My child loves the feeling of 
being in the woods next to the brook.  The sand pit is ever popular, and it is really fun 

Comments: 
1. The new Wash Park playground is awesome! 
2. Please consider updating/improving the tiny playground behind the puddle jumper 

swimming pool! 
3. We do not own roller skates or a skateboard. 
4. I wish you had a n/a because they are just learning to ride a bike, and in fact, they use 

balance bikes.  They don’t yet know how to roller skate or skateboard.  Playing sports is 
still a bit too advanced. 

5. We are so close that we usually walk 
6. Basketball and volleyball and tennis 
7. Play a sport- never AT the playground, but yes at the field just east of the playground. 
8. Bikes- never AT the playground, but that’s how we usually get there. 
9. A fitness park would be great. 
10. We kick a soccer ball around in the  field 

SUMMARY What is it that they like most about these play 
elements? 

• Free play 
• Good for a variety of ages 
• Interactive play 
• Large size 
• Movement and creativity 
• Novelty 

and surprising when the water feature suddenly comes to life and the kids can play in 
the water and sand. 

19. Slides, playing in the sand pit, water feature in the sand pit so they can build sand 
castles 

20. To many mosquitoes near the structures.  
21. The sand is just different and allowed for a lot of play when they were younger. The 

concrete design is a bit slippery and cumbersome though. 
22. We like the traditional play equipment because it’s a bit easier to navigate.  Some 

equipment is not easy to use, and some equipment is not self-explanatory (it’s not 
obvious how to get on or how to use it, etc).  The sand pit is fun because there are both 
dry and wet elements (wet when the water runs).  The wall of rocks is sometimes more 
fun for my children because they intuitively know what to do on or around it.  Again, 
some equipment is puzzling to me, and they are too freighted to try stuff they don’t 
understand or can’t easily navigate. 

23. Sand pit was pretty fun. Could use some shade in the heat of summer though. 
24. Fun 
25. Creative play in the sandbox and climbing 
26. It appeals to too young of an age range, needs to be expanded.  
27. Biggest sandbox ever - plenty of room for kids to play 
28. They just like to play on it 
29. The sandbox is unique and only found at this playground. The sandbox or similar MUST 

be included in any renovations. My kids like to climb so the traditional equipment is 
good, but we’d like larger/higher structures. 

30. Can spend hours in the sand - the water feature is a huge bonus. 
31. The sandbox 
32. Unique 
33. They are good for older kids. 
34. The toys and water for the sandpit is a major attraction 
35. She likes to climb and imagine 
36. Sand pit is so fun with all the different trucks and toys. Swings are a must at the 

playground. 
37. Climbing 
38. Climbing and gymnastics 
39. Sandbox is like no other. 
40. Anything that spins or can be climbed on. Like the curvy pieces you sit/stand on by 

yourself and spins. Sand pit- this is the only one my kids have played in. They love 
it! 

41. They support movement and creativity . 
42. Sand pit is social and different than most of Stapleton. 
43. A very aggressive workout. 
44. My kids love that there are toys in the sandbox to play with and that it’s a large sandbox. 

My children love that there are baby swings suitable for them to play in safely 
45. Digging and trucks to play with @ sand pit 
46. Large size 
47. They’re fun 
48. Sand pit - interactive play 
49. The toys that are left behind and she can play with. 
50. Interesting 
51. They are versatile for different ages 
52. There’s a lot of toys in the sandbox and it’s big. 
53. The sand 
54. Spinner is great for multiple kids, sand box is unique to this park. 
55. They are fun and the fact that they can play with their friends on the spinner and in the 

sandbox 
56. Physical challenges, open ended play. 
57. Opportunity for free play 
58. The sand pit is great for littles to learn to climb and my kid loves playing with all the toys 

the other families have donated there. 
59. A variety of challenges 
60. The traditional playground 
61. Climbing 
62. Activity and creativity 
63. Fun 
64. The sandbox is great for kids to just play and people have always left toys there for all to 

share. 
65. They enjoy the sandpit because of all the toys that are already there! 
66.  Kids understand how to use 
67. The sandpit novelty 
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Survey Monkey: GREENWAY 



What do you think helps make a great playground for 
children? 

1. Opportunity for independent exploration in an age appropriate and supportive 
environment 

2. Open and imaginative play 
3. Opportunities for individual and group play, creative 
4. A wide variety of things to do that spark imagination and get physical energy out 
5. Accessibility for children with special needs or physical challenges 
6. Unique elements and play structures. BIG slides! Elements that are challenging for 

children to help them build confidence. 
7. Lots of variety, inspires creativity 
8. Ability to explore safely 
9. Variety and people using the parks 
10. Lots of diversity in the toy options. Some features that are unique to a playground. 
11. Lots of spots to explore. Shade! 
12. Variety 
13. We have enough natural play areas. We need a bigger better playground. 
14. Good for all ages 
15. Gross motor stimulation and ability to create imaginative games with playmates. 
16. A variety of equipment and spaces for both younger and older kids, gross and fine 

motor play options, supporting imaginative play, and safe equipment. 

If you selected “Other,” please tell us more: 
1. Climb, swing, create 
2. Water feature 
3. How about stuff for older kids 
4. All of the Above 

There are a number of benefts to nature play, which 
are being considered as a replacement to traditional 
play structures in order to better suit the surrounding 
environment in Greenway Park. How supportive would you be 
of this change? 

1. My kids would love that 
2. I’d have to see the details... Theoretically the whole rest of the grass area around the 

greenway could host “nature play”. Something unique is still needed to draw kids 
there. 

3. Though I support the idea of this, we access this everywhere already. We have plenty of 
green space and trails. I am not in favor of this change for this playground. 

4. Love this idea! 
5. I love having the playgrounds integrated into the greenway park. The kids stage creative 

games from the playground that incorporate the surrounding nature. 
6. I would like to be supportive or very supportive, IF several items took accessibility into 

consideration.  Accessibility for different ages and ranges or gross motor or fine motor 
skills (or other skills). 

7. Most kids I observe seem to gravitate towards “traditional” playground equipment.  
Nature play could be fun if someone besides the company selling to you shows that kids 
actually like it. 

8. I would like to see examples. If it would be like the children’s garden at the Botanic 
Garden, we would love it. Something that is, good quality, unique, educational, and 
hands on would appeal to my family. 

9. Some may be a bit boring if there is not an abundance of space to explore 
10. I would be very supportive as long as there are still larger areas and structures, like those 

shown in the pictures I choose. The others just seem like a cheap and quick thing for 
the parks department to install and them kids will quickly tire and get bored after 2 or 3 
visits. 

11. I would love more natural spaces for the kids to play. 
12. Need more details! 
13. If you mean you’ll remove play equipment and replace it with a log, then I’m not 

supportive. Unless there are challenging elements other than simply walking on a 
log. 

14. Not sure what nature play is 
15. Although we love nature play, this is one of a few traditional play structures for our girls 

and they love the pirate theme 
16. Fitness parks have a great benefit to the health of the surrounding communities. 
17. Kids need to work on large motor skills. Slides, swings, monkey bars are fun! 
18. My preschooler loves climbing rocks, playing with tress, etc 
19. Like the idea but would still like to have a couple traditional play structures (swings, 

spinner) 
20. If nature play means taking away the play structures 
21. A mix of traditional and nature based would be a nice change 
22. My kids like traditional play structures like a large climber with slides so it would depend 

on the type of new structure. 
23. Love this idea. But I really do love the sand pit and would be sad to see it go. 
24. Why not add nature play, but keep climbing structures, etc.?  The kids really want to 

climb.  They can’t do that very well with park trees and bushes. 
25. You don’t need to tear down playgrounds to support “nature play.” Both can exist in 

harmony. 
26. Love this. One of our favorite parts of greenway park is the exploring in the trees/creek 

and even the retention pond east of the playground. We love our kids outside and 
getting dirty! 

SUMMARY There are a number of benefts to nature 
play, which are being considered as a replacement to tradi-
tional play structures in order to better suit the surround-
ing environment in Greenway Park. How supportive would 
you be of this change? 

• Free play 
• Good for a variety of ages 
• Interactive play 
• Large size 
• Movement and creativity 
• Novelty 

Climb 

Explore 

Discover 

Jump/Bounce 

Balance 

Swing 

Create 

Dig 

Build 
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Survey Monkey: GREENWAY 



What makes a great playground for parents/caretakers? 
1. The ability to engage with our children in a mutual play structure while also encouraging 

independent exploration and play skills 
2. Shady spots for watching 
3. Lots of options for kid play, shade and places to sit where you can easily see 

children 
4. Shade, seating, some equipment that they can use with their kids 
5. Helping kiddos stay occupied, within sight lines and running their energy out 
6. Good lines of sight to supervise children without hovering 
7. Benches to sit on. Able to easily see kids in different parts of playground. 
8. Keeps kids occupied, shade, places for parents to sit 
9. Flat ground being able to see where the kids are 
10. Shaded seating 
11. Safe and close to the house 
12. Same as above plus benches/shade areas. 
13. Shade! Areas that are easy to get to and observe. 
14. Easy to supervise from one spot 
15. Shaded areas, water play to cool 
16. Off, feeling of safety and observational lookouts. “ 
17. Picnic tables to sit at 
18. Clear sight lines and ability to corral younger children in safe areas. Separation of older 

and younger kids who have different physical play levels. 
19. Easy  to keep and eye on kids. Available shade and seating. Restrooms. 
20. Nature, SHADE, seating (benches, large boulders, etc.) ease of access to bathroom/ 

drinking water facilities, good sight-lines and ability to walk around play equipment so 
you can monitor or help small children, seating areas, play areas that let kids be creative 
and imaginative about what they want to play, slides. Different age-appropriate play 
structures different ages. For older kids, monkey bars/climbing elements are popular 
but these are not useful for very small children. Areas that are clean are really helpful. 
Kids love sand pits, but as a parent, they get sand into everything (shoes, clothes, 
everywhere), they’re dirty and get mixed with leaves/wood chips, etc. Neighborhood 
outdoor cats tend to eliminate in sand areas, which is gross. 

21. Seating with visibility of play areas - access to restrooms 
22. Abundant Shade. Good sight lines to various play areas. 
23. Line of sight. Huge challenge for this park! 
24. Various places to sit (some people don’t want to sit on the ground, while others are okay 

with it, so having some nice grassy areas, benches, concrete ledges, etc).  Having shaded 
options nearby!!!  Having any amenities (seating, shade, etc) nearby...I am a very involve 
parent and I want to be nearby for safety reasons.  Having help or a phone to call for 
help in case something happens.  Having various restroom options (family bathroom and 
men / women facilities - especially a couple family bathrooms, as my kids are still young 
enough, that I want them with me and we can’t cram into a normal stall and I hate to use 
the handicap stall). 

25. A nice place to sit while children run, jump, etc.  Also, some equipment that adults can 
also use. 

26. Easy to keep track of kids, safe 
27. Easy oversight, shade 
28. Safe, something the kids can do alone, good ability to SEE them while they are 

playing 
29. Shade, seats, easy to see multiple kids 
30. Benches in shade. Trash cans and bathrooms 
31. Ease of being able to keep track of the kids 
32. A place where the kids can go and play independently, without the adults having 

17. Nature, the ability to observe animals/bugs in their habitats, the ability to build and 
climb, trees, water elements, places to sit, places you can climb into or under are always 
very popular. 

18. Their existence. Play structures that allow for creative play...Themes. 
19. Having a variety of options and at different levels.  Having accessibility, which not only 

benefits those with special needs or disabilities but it helps children of all ages, ranges 
and abilities.  Having open ended designs or items that lead to open ended play.  

20. A chance to run, jump, swing, feel free and be messy.  Also, there has to be enough 
visibility that it feels safe. 

21. Something for all ages 
22. Ability to explore and climb. Use all senses, as well as fine motor skills and gross motor 

skills 
23. Inspiring visually, fun and engaging, and safe. 
24. Safe, interesting, approachable, easy to know what to do 
25. Fun, hands on that lets children explore at own pace and in own way 
26. Variety of things to play 
27. Areas of shade, structures to climb up and down, things they don’t normally get at their 

house (like a massive sandbox) 
28. Unique equipment 
29. Places to be creative places to ‘hide away’ like among trees or in forts 
30. Unique 
31. Variety and challenge 
32. Ability to use their imagination.  A place to run, play, climb.  Space 
33. Accessibility, safety, age appropriate 
34. A variety of activities with different degrees of difficulty/challenge. 
35. Swinging 
36. Something interesting 
37. Many different options for all kids and all ages 
38. Multiple ways to play with the equipment. Stuff that can be played in groups or by 

themselves. Mix of challenging and easy/ accessible to more kids. 
39. Open-ended activities and nature 
40. Active, imaginative, and self-serving, meaning the parent doesn’t have to help for all 

ages. 
41. An area for fitness. 
42. Lots of different opportunities to explore in a variety of ways- moving, climbing, creating, 

playing 
43. Safe 
44. Shade 
45. Clean space, room to move and play 
46. Different interesting areas 
47. Variety of play structures 
48. Interactive and exploration w/ shade 
49. Safe 
50. Fun 
51. Exploring elements 
52. Challenges 
53. Variety of options/choice 
54. Safety 
55. Allowing for imagination 
56. Variety 
57. Versatile for different ages. Has swings for all ages 
58. Ability for them to challenge themselves creatively and physically 
59. Being able to run around and play with things they do t have at home. 
60. Different structures to play on 
61. That any age would be able to have fun playing on it 
62. Physical and mental engagement. Strengthen mind body connections. 
63. Areas where kids can play together in groups and be creative with imaginary play while 

being active. 
64. Ability for kids to climb play and explore 
65. Place that gives them room to imagine rather than dictate exactly how to play with 

something. In a sense less is more as broken elements are frustrating. 
66. Variety of challenges 
67. Nature, well cared for, SAFE, easy visibility for parents to supervise. A splash pad would 

be amazing too! 
68. Fun activities. A place where children of many ages can find something. Free of litter/ 

glass. 
69. Fun safe environment with options 
70. All the equipment functions correctly, a variety of structures for all age groups, structures 

that help children build strength and coordination while using their imaginations 
71. Aids in them using their imagination. Shady places for them to play. 
72. Ability for kids to play independently 
73. Variety of equipment for all ages 

SUMMARY What do you think helps make a great 
playground for children? 

• Opportunities for individual play/exploration 
• Opportunities for group play 
• Diversity in play 
• Imagination play 
• Nature 
• Places to be creative 
• Safety 
• Shade 
• Challenges 

SUMMARY What makes a great playground for parents/ 
caretakers? 

• Shade 
• Sitting areas 
• Safety 
• Lines of sight/visibility 
• Cleanliness 
• Restrooms 

to provide input (I do not like the pictures for “create” and “discover” due to this 
fact). 

33. Visibility of children when at playground, bathrooms nearby. Shade and a table. 
34. Benches 
35. Safe 
36. Same, variety, challenge, shade, sitting area 
37. Ability to see where children are and clear boundary lines. 
38. Ability to keep an eye on multiple kids at the same time 
39. The ability to watch multiple kids doing different activities across the playground from 

one vantage point. 
40. Fewer obstructed views. 
41. Everything within site, streets with cars are far away, etc 
42. Shade! 
43. Safe, easy to see multiple children when hereby. Chairs or benches 
44. Shade! Shade, benches and picnic tables. 
45. Ease of seeing our children and safe options 
46. Benches nearby, and shade 
47. An outside fitness gym. 
48. Kids stay engaged 
49. Places to sit down 
50. Beautiful natural space 
51. Shade. Comfy place to sit. 
52. A place to sit, somewhere babies/non-walkers can play & engage safely, shade, 

bathrooms 
53. Shade.  Mystery without losing sight of the kids 
54. Safe yet fun 
55. One that is not so spread out and kids can be easily monitored. Safe 
56. Shade and seating 
57. Shade and easy to get to 
58. Safety 
59. Cleanliness 
60. Fun! 
61. Benches, restrooms 
62. Being able to see/find kids easily 
63. Interactive but also allows the children to play without having to constantly be watching 

for accidents 
64. Seating area and shade 
65. Shade and safety. 
66. Places to sit and watch and potentially interactive structures 
67. If the kids are happy the parents are happy. And shade. 
68. Visibility so we can watch multiple children at the same time. 
69. Ability to see and supervise children of different ages. Place for kids and caregivers to 

interact 
70. Clear sight lines, shady spots to sit, equipment that allows parent to participate (with 

little kids). 
71. Few entrances and exits. 
72. Benches 
73. Accessible & clean bathrooms!! Easy visibility to supervise. Shaded spots to sit/ 

picnic. 
74.  Safe area. Places to sit. Trash and recycling receptacles. Trees. 
75. Fun safe environment for kids to play 
76. Shaded areas to sit and observe children, head clearance on structures when you’re 

assisting small kids 
77. Shady seating areas to watch my kids. 
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What playground elements would you like to see at Greenway 
Park in the future? 

1. Better developed sand/digging out, more swings, balance and jumping structures, 
slides, seesaw 

2. Shade, play equipment for all ages 
3. More of the maze like structures we have at City Park 
4. The sight lines aren’t very good - kids can’t freely run around because they go out of 

sight too easily and thats a safety issue 
5. The big orange slide at Fred Thomas is awesome and something like that would be 

great. 
6. More swings, more shade 
7. Anything to incorporate sports 
8. Regular swings- not just toddler size 
9. No flooding 
10. Bigger slides. More fort areas. More climbing options. 
11. Traditional swing set. 
12. Permanent nets, structures to support games with balls 
13. BIG slides, fun climbing structures, swings. 
14. Swings for both the child and the care taker or for siblings to swing together. ie a double 

swing 
15. Climbing and swinging 
16. I love the idea of the nature play, but would like to keep a digging/sandbox 

feature. 
17. Water features, swings, some natural play areas, but incorporating things like slides 

and areas to climb, more natural play structures of wood, rocks, and metal, areas that 
encourage building and creative play, naturalist areas that teach kids about nature and 
science (climate, biology, meteorology, nature studies (tracking, identifying), physics, 
environmental science). Using hills, elevations, and “tree-house” elements promotes 
physical activity and imagination. 

18. Theme! It’s begging for a cool Swiss family Robinson kind of theme. :) 
19. The idea of nature play sounds great.  More shade. 
20.  More options for kids of all abilities.  I don’t have a picture to share, but just doing a 

quick search for “”playground ideas for accessibility”” came up with a whole bunch of 
sites for inclusive play and accessibility ideas. “ 

21. Traditional swing set, bigger slide, workout equipment 
22. Appealing to older kids, taller slides.  Modern architecture.  
23. Shade structure near where you would want to watch kids 
24. I think the nature idea is interesting, but I’d still like to see traditional equipment 

somehow incorporated into that design like s tire swing or rope swings 
25. Different from existing playgrounds in the neighborhood 
26. Larger climbing structures and the current sandbox or similar sandbox. 
27. Unique items, remove baby swings or just have one. 
28. Big slide, swings, climbing 
29. Climbing structures/nets 
30. I love the ideas above of nature play!! 
31. I just hope they don’t remove the toys from the sandbox! 
32. Some shade. Keep the sand box 
33. Keep boat or pirate theme at some place, more swings, and nature elements 

somewhere 
34. Swings (not just baby swings), cargo climbing nets, oversize group swings, suspension 

bridges, bug slide. 
35. Creative options, zip line, varied items that address all aspects of motion and physical 

needs,  options for disabled children, too. 
36. A fitness park! 
37. Sandbox, swings, natural elements 
38. Elements unique from other parks in Stapleton 
39. Try not to get too innovative, and keep some of the stands playground things that kids 

love. Slides, swings, etc 
40. Shade! 
41. Obstacles 
42. Picnic tables 
43. Bigger play structures 
44. More swings, sandpit, more functional climbing structures, slides for bigger kids, 
45. Something that surprises and delights my kids 
46. Shade! 
47. Shade structures.  Parks are basically unusable in the summer 
48. Those nature play ideas look really cool. 
49. Climber, spinners, balance, usually an obstacle course or path is fun for a group of 

kids. 
50. Shade. A place to climb and swing 
51. Climbing for kids; benches for grandparents. 
52. More shaded areas. 

53. More imaginative/attractive play structures. The ones that are there seem very run-of-
the-mill. 

54. Safe and new 
55. Climbing structures like the webs, balancing structures, playgrounds with “forts” for 

imaginative play 
56. I love the nature park idea! 
57. More swings 

SUMMARY What playground elements would you like to see 
at Greenway Park in the future? 

• More swings 
• Slides 
• Balance structures 
• Nature play elements 
• Shade structure 
• Obstacles 
• Picnic tables 
• Climbing 

Do you have an image of a great or innovative playground 
design or playground equipment idea that you want to share? 
If so, please upload photograph below. 
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Public Outreach: Looking to the New 
On December 1, 2018 Denver Parks and Recreation along with Russell + Mills Studios hosted 
a Public Outreach Event. After participants gave their opinions on the current playgrounds 
they were asked to give their opinions on a wide range of new playground equipment, 
experiences and ideas. 

Each participant was given four green dots to mark images that they would want to see in 
the new playground. In addition, they were given four red dots to mark images that they 
either didn’t think would be fun or that they would be interested in. 

The following boards refect the feedback and highlight the most popular images of the 
survey. 
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Artificial Turf $$$ 

Resilient Paving $$ 
Themed Wood Play Structures $$$ 

Play Structures $ Metal Tower Play Structures $$ 

Wood Tower Play Structures $$$ Metal & Plastic Play Structures $ 

Wood & Metal Play Structures $$ 

Wood Fiber Mulch $ 

DO NOT like/want this LIKE/want this 

$ Lowest cost in category $$ Mid-range cost in category $$$ Highest cost in category 
Stapleton Playgrounds 

Surfacing Play Equipment 

CENTRAL PARK Preference Images 
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Preference Images: CENTRAL 



Concrete Hill Slide $$$ 

Metal Hill Slide $$ 

Artistic Slide $$$ 

Tube Slide $$ Roller Slide $ 

Artistic Rope Climber $ 

Climbing Holds on Planes $$$ 

Climbing Holds on Rock $ 

Rope and Log Climbing $$ 

Rope Climbers on Hill $$ 

Climbing Rock Wall $$$ Wood Climbing Posts $$ 

DO NOT like/want this LIKE/want this 

$ Lowest cost in category $$ Mid-range cost in category $$$ Highest cost in category 
Stapleton Playgrounds 

Slides Climbing 

CENTRAL PARK Preference Images 
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Preference Images: CENTRAL 



Closed Net and Tube Bridge $$$ 

Open Net Bridge $ Closed Net Bridge $$ 

Wood and Net Bridge $$$ Metal Frame and Net Bridge $$$ Zip Line $$$ Classic Bucket and Belt Swings $$ 

Group Rope Swing $$ 

Tire Swing Variation $$$ 

Basket Swing$$ Generation Swing $ Inclusive Swing $ 

DO NOT like/want this LIKE/want this 

$ Lowest cost in category $$ Mid-range cost in category $$$ Highest cost in category 
Stapleton Playgrounds 

Bridges Swings 

CENTRAL PARK Preference Images 
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Preference Images: CENTRAL 



Interactive Light Play $$ 

Music Play $ 

Water Play $$$ 

Sand Play $$ Bucket Spinner Play $$$ 

Movable blocks $ 

Single Spinner $ Group Spinner $ Group Spinner $ 

Individual Trampoline $$ Scooter and Small Bike Track $$$ 

Group Rope Climber and Spinner $$ 

Rolling Hill $$ 

Group Spinner $ 

DO NOT like/want this LIKE/want this 

$ Lowest cost in category $$ Mid-range cost in category $$$ Highest cost in category 
Stapleton Playgrounds 

Creative Play Action & Motion 

CENTRAL PARK Preference Images 
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Preference Images: CENTRAL 



Log Balance and Steppers $$ 

Rock Climb and Tunnel $$ 

Dry Stream Play 

Natural Water Play $$$ Natural Log Tunnel $ 

Nests $$ 

Wood Plank Balance $ 

Rock Seating With Wood Stage Area $$ 

“Mushroom” Seating $ Log Forts $$ Log Forts $$ 

Tunnel and Log Climbers $$$ Wood Play House $$ 

Water Pump $$$ Hammocks $$ 

DO NOT like/want this LIKE/want this 

$ Lowest cost in category $$ Mid-range cost in category $$$ Highest cost in category 
Stapleton Playgrounds 

Nature Play 

GREENWAY PARK Preference Images 
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Preference Images: GREENWAY 



Water and Sand Play $$$ 

Music Play, stand alone $ 

Talk Tubes $ Music Play, integrated $ 

Abacus $ Sand Play $$ Wood Towers and Bridges $$$ 

Abstract/Artistic Towers $$$ 

Tubes Slides and Towers $$ 

Log Balance and Stairs $$ Log Balance and Climbing $ 

Simple Tower Slide $$ Metal Tower and Net Climber $$$ 

DO NOT like/want this LIKE/want this 

$ Lowest cost in category $$ Mid-range cost in category $$$ Highest cost in category 
Stapleton Playgrounds 

Creative Play Traditional Play with a Twist 

GREENWAY PARK Preference Images 
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Preference Images: GREENWAY 



DO NOT like/want this LIKE/want this 

Group Rope Climber and Spinner $$ 

Group Spinner $ 

Tire Swing $$ Spinning Bucket Rope Swing $$$ 

Rope Climbing Spinner $$ Group Spinner $ Group Spinner $ 

Log and Rope Net Climber $$$ 

Rope and Boulder Climber $$ Monkey Bars $ Rope and Log Balance $ 

Rope Balance Beam $ Wood Deck and Bridge System $$$ 

$ Lowest cost in category $$ Mid-range cost in category $$$ Highest cost in category 
Stapleton Playgrounds 

Motion Climbing 

GREENWAY PARK Preference Images 
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Preference Images: GREENWAY 
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Participant zip codes: 
1. 80238 
2. 80211 
3. 80238 
4. 80238 
5. 80238 
6. 80238 
7. 80238 
8. 80238 
9. 80238 
10. 80238 
11. 80238 
12. 80238 
13. 80238 
14. 80238 
15. 80238 
16. 80238 
17. 80238 
18. 80238 
19. 80238 
20. 80238 
21. 80238 
22. 80238 
23. 80238 
24. 80238 
25. 80238 
26. 80238 
27. 80238 
28. 80238 
29. 80013 
30. 80238 
31. 80238 
32. 80238 
33. 80238 
34. 80238 
35. 80238 
36. 80238 
37. 80010 
38. 80238 
39. 80010 
40. 80238 
41. 80238 
42. 80238 
43. 80238 
44. 80010 
45. 80238 
46. 80238 
47. 80238 
48. 80238 
49. 80218 
50. 80206 
51. 80238 
52. 80207 
53. 80238 
54. 80238 
55. 80238 
56. 80230 
57. 80238 
58. 80238 
59. 80238 
60. 80238 
61. 80238 
62. 80238 
63. 80238 
64. 80238 
65. 80238 
66. 80238 
67. 80238 
68. 80238 
69. 80238 
70. 80238 
71. 80238 

72. 80526 
73. 80238 
74. 80238 
75. 80238 
76. 80238 
77. 80238 
78. 80238 
79. 80220 
80. 80238 
81. 80238 
82. 80238 
83. 80238 
84. 80238 
85. 80238 
86. 80238 
87. 80238 
88. 80238 
89. 80238 
90. 80238 
91. 80238 
92. 80238 
93. 80238 
94. 80238 
95. 80238 
96. 80220 
97. 80238 
98. 80238 
99. 80238 
100. 80238 
101. 80238 
102. 80238 
103. 80238 
104. 80238 
105. 80238 
106. 80238 
107. 80238 
108. 80238 
109. 80205 
110. 80203 
111. 80238 
112. 80238 
113. 80238 
114. 80238 
115. 80238 
116. 80238 
117. 80238 
118. 80238 
119. 80238 
120. 80238 
121. 80238 
122. 80238 
123. 80238 
124. 80238 
125. 80238 
126. 80238 
127. 80238 
128. 80238 
129. 80238 
130. 80238 
131. 80238 
132. 80238 
133. 80238 
134. 80238 
135. 80220 
136. 80238 
137. 238 
138. 80238 
139. 80238 
140. 80238 
141. 80238 
142. 80238 

143. 80238 
144. 80238 
145. 80238 
146. 80238 
147. 80238 
148. 80238 
149. 80238 
150. 80238 
151. 80238 
152. 80238 
153. 80238 
154. 80238 
155. 80238 
156. 80238 
157. 80249 
158. 80238 
159. 80238 
160. 80238 
161. 80238 
162. 80238 
163. 80238 
164. 80238 
165. 80238 
166. 80238 
167. 80238 
168. 80238 
169. 80238 
170. 80238 
171. 80207 
172. 80238 
173. 80238 
174. 80238 
175. 80238 
176. 80238 
177. 80238 
178. 80238 
179. 80238 
180. 80238 
181. 80238 
182. 80238 
183. 80238 
184. 80238 
185. 80238 
186. 80238 
187. 80238 
188. 80238 
189. 80238 
190. 80238 
191. 80238 
192. 80220 
193. 80010 
194. 80238 
195. 80238 
196. 80238 
197. 80238 
198. 80238 
199. 80238 
200. 80238 
201. 80238 
202. 80238 
203. 80238 
204. 80238 
205. 80238 
206. 80238 
207. 80238 
208. 80238 
209. 80238 
210. 80238 
211. 80238 
212. 80238 
213. 80238 

214. 80220 
215. 80238 
216. 80238 
217. 80238 
218. 80238 
219. 80238 
220. 80238 
221. 80238 
222. 80238 
223. 80238 
224. 80238 
225. 80238 
226. 80238 
227. 80238 
228. 80238 
229. 80238 
230. 80238 
231. 80238 
232. 80238 
233. 80238 
234. 80238 
235. 80238 
236. 80238 
237. 80238 
238. 80238 
239. 80238 
240. 80238 
241. 80238 
242. 80238 
243. 80238 
244. 80238 
245. 80238 
246. 80238 
247. 80238 
248. 80238 
249. 80238 
250. 80238 
251. 80238 
252. 80207 
253. 80238 
254. 80238 
255. 80238 
256. 80238 
257. 80238 
258. 80238 
259. 80238 
260. 80010 
261. 80238 
262. 80238 
263. 80238 
264. 80238 
265. 80238 
266. 80238 
267. 80238 
268. 80238 
269. 80238 
270. 80238 
271. 80238 
272. 80220 
273. 80238 
274. 80238 
275. 80238 
276. 80238 
277. 80238 
278. 80238 
279. 80238 
280. 80238 
281. 80238 
282. 80238 
283. 80238 
284. 80238 

285. 80238 
286. 80238 
287. 80238 
288. 80238 
289. 80238 
290. 80238 
291. 80238 
292. 80238 
293. 80238 
294. 80238 
295. 80238 
296. 80238 
297. 80238 
298. 80238 
299. 80238 
300. 80238 
301. 80238 
302. 80220 
303. 80238 
304. 80238 
305. 80238 
306. 80238 
307. 80238 
308. 80238 
309. 80238 
310. 80238 
311. 80238 
312. 80238 
313. 80238 
314. 80238 
315. 80238 
316. 80238 
317. 80238 
318. 80238 
319. 80238 
320. 80238 
321. 80238 
322. 80238 
323. 80238 
324. 80238 
325. 80238 
326. 80238 
327. 80010 
328. 80238 
329. 80238 
330. 80238 
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Appendix C: Survey Monkey Participants: CENTRAL 



Participant zip codes: 
1. 80238 
2. 80238 
3. 80238 
4. 80238 
5. 80238 
6. 80238 
7. 80238 
8. 80238 
9. 80238 
10. 80238 
11. 80238 
12. 80238 
13. 80238 
14. 80238 
15. 80238 
16. 80238 
17. 80238 
18. 80238 
19. 80238 
20. 80238 
21. 80238 
22. 80238 
23. 80238 
24. 80238 
25. 80238 
26. 80238 
27. 80238 
28. 80238 
29. 80238 
30. 80238 
31. 80238 
32. 80238 
33. 80238 
34. 80238 
35. 80238 
36. 80238 
37. 80238 
38. 80238 
39. 80238 
40. 80238 
41. 80238 
42. 80238 
43. 80238 
44. 80206 
45. 80238 
46. 80238 
47. 80238 
48. 80238 
49. 80238 
50. 80238 
51. 80238 
52. 80238 
53. 80238 
54. 80238 
55. 80238 
56. 80238 
57. 80238 
58. 80238 
59. 80238 
60. 80238 
61. 80238 
62. 80238 
63. 80238 
64. 80238 
65. 80207 
66. 80238 
67. 80238 
68. 80238 
69. 80238 
70. 80238 
71. 80010 

72. 80238 
73. 80238 
74. 80238 
75. 80238 
76. 80238 
77. 80238 
78. 80238 
79. 80238 
80. 80238 
81. 80238 
82. 80238 
83. 80238 
84. 80238 
85. 80238 
86. 80220 
87. 80238 
88. 80238 
89. 80238 
90. 80238 
91. 80238 
92. 80238 
93. 80238 
94. 80238 
95. 80238 
96. 80207 
97. 80238 
98. 80238 
99. 80238 
100. 80238 
101. 80230 
102. 80238 
103. 80238 
104. 80238 
105. 80238 
106. 80238 
107. 80010 
108. 80238 
109. 80238 
110. 80238 
111. 80238 
112. 80238 
113. 80238 
114. 80238 
115. 80238 
116. 80238 
117. 80220 
118. 80238 
119. 80238 
120. 80238 
121. 80238 
122. 80238 
123. 80238 
124. 80238 
125. 80238 
126. 80238 
127. 80238 
128. 80238 
129. 80238 
130. 80238 
131. 80238 
132. 80238 
133. 80202 
134. 80238 
135. 80238 
136. 80238 
137. 80238 
138. 80238 
139. 80238 
140. 80238 
141. 80238 
142. 80238 

143. 80238 
144. 80238 
145. 80238 
146. 80238 
147. 80238 
148. 80238 
149. 80238 
150. 80238 
151. 80238 
152. 80238 
153. 80010 
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Appendix D: Survey Monkey Participants: GREENWAY 
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	Structure Bookmarks
	Example of most preferred/least preferred image 
	- 25 
	- 29 




